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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since October 1957, when Sputnik arose, much emphasis 

has been placed on the improvement of science teaching. 

Over 100 national committees have been concerned with the 

improvement of science education, with forty major curricu-

lum projects evolving. New developments in facilities, 

equipment, and audio-visual materials have been developed 

along with the new curriculum materials. 

The national government has participated in the effort 

to improve science teaching through the retraining and edu-

cating of science teachers in college institutes financed 

by the National Science Foundation and through the partial 

payment for the purchasing of facilities, equipment, audio-

' Visual materials, and reading materials under the National 

Defense Education Act. 

Recently more money for education has become available 

from the national government, since new research and develop-

ment centers have been organized in many locations. Addison 

E. Lee, President, National Science Teachers Association 

wrote, "Here, too, we have an opportunity to enrich our 

science programs, but it is important to recognize that 



accessibility of such materials does not necessarily guaran-

tee effective results" (4, p. 10). 

To what extent are the high school science teachers 

utilizing the recommended, and available practices in their 

teaching? Robert H. Carleton, Executive Secretary, National 

Science Teachers Association said, 

In these days of heavy emphasis on upgrading 
the subject-matter knowledge of teachers and im-
proving the content of courses and curricula, I 
fear that the work of the science teacher—what it 
is and how best to do it—is being sadly neglected 
(1, p. 10). 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was to determine the emphasis 

placed on various science teaching practices by a random 

sample of high school biology, chemistry, and physics teachers 

in selected Texas high schools. The subproblem was to com-

pare the emphasis placed on the practices as reported by the 

high school teachers with the emphasis as recommended by 

national science education specialists, teachers of biology, 

chemistry, and physics in selected Texas colleges and uni-

versities, and teachers of professional education courses in 

selected Texas colleges and universities. 

Hypotheses 

The hypotheses tested in the study were 

1. There will be a significant difference between the 

practices reported by teachers of biology, chemistry, and 



physics in selected Texas high schools and the practices 

recommended by national science education specialists. 

2. There will be a significant difference between the 

practices reported by teachers of biology, chemistry, and 

physics in selected Texas high schools and the practices 

recommended by teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics 

in selected Texas colleges and universities. 

3. There will be a significant difference between the 

practices reported by teachers of biology, chemistry, and 

physics in selected Texas high schools and the practices 

recommended by teachers of professional education courses in 

selected Texas colleges and universities. 

4. There will be a significant difference beWeen the 

practices recommended by national science education special-

ists and the practices recommended by teachers of biology, 

chemistry, and physics in selected Texas colleges and uni-

versities. 

5. There will be a significant difference between the 

practices recommended by national science education special-

ists and the practices recommended by professional education 

teachers in selected Texas colleges and universities. 

6. There will be a significant difference between the 

practices recommended by teachers of biology, chemistry, and 

physics in selected Texas colleges and universities and the 

practices recommended, by professional education teachers in 

selected Texas colleges and universities. 



Background and Significance of the Study 

The need for the improvement of science education was 

recognized much earlier by Twiss (7)• The following excerpts 

are from a paper read at the evening meeting of the Central 

Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers at Lake View 

High School, Chicago, Illinois on Friday, November 23, 1919: 

The ratio of the number of science teachers 
with modern insight and ideals to the number of 
those who are conducting merely book recitations 
and formal laboratory practice is probably very 
small. 

We have progressed well in formulating 
principles for a better educational practice in 
science teaching; but we have done very, very 
little toward getting our improved ideas across 
to the great mass of science teacher and induc-
ing them to use these principles in the control 
of their classroom and laboratory methods. 

When we entered the great war for freedom 
and democracy (World War I) we were brought face 
to face \d.th a great and pressing need for scien-
tific knowledge, for scientific methods of solving 
new problems, for the material products of applied 
science, and for scientific practices in speeding 
up production, in amounts and degrees beyond any-
thing that ever had been thought possible or even 
dreamed of before the need developed. 

We must enter on a program of preparedness 
which shall build up an army of scientific workers 
to supply future needs. . . . 

Therefore it seems plain that we must reorgan-
ize our school systems so as to give some scientific 
instruction to all children; and we must see that 
this is done in such a way that education rather 
than mere indoctrination shall result. So I think 
we must come out in the open and stand together for 
some science and nature lesson in every grade. The 
course of science study must be. worked out for the 



different grades, and written into the curriculum 
of all our school systems. 

You cannot get high school pupils to attack 
problems from the inductive stand point, or to 
examine the grounds for belief in general princi-
ples before accepting them, unless their science 
teachers use the inductive approach in their 
instruction (7, pp. 1-13) • 

Were it not for the date of the article and the reference 

to the "great war for freedom and democracy," the context of 

the 1919 address would be appropriate today. The fact that 

the address could apply to situations today would substantiate 

the statement 

Changes in objectives that are to influence teaching 
probably require anywhere from ten to twenty or more 
years to filter down from experimental schools to 
textbook writers and into the schools, or from method 
courses to a new generation of teachers and thence to 
the classrooms (2, p. 92). 

World War II and Sputnik acted as catalysts in a changing 

educational pattern. Many educators and scientists had begun, 

before Sputnik, to examine the science education available to 

the youth of the United States. The general public demanded 

changes in science education so that the nation might achieve 

scientific supremacy. 

Marshall reported that 

Most science curricula were developed in a 
highly uncertain manner and have come doxm to us 
in a fashion hardly calculated to build confidence 
in American education. The courses grew by adding 
new scientific information and theory without elimi-
nating any of the old. The emphasis was typically 
on science as a static body of knowledge. . . . The 
result of all this is that many science courses 



consist of massive doses of facts without con-
ceptual order, without unity, without a knowl-
edge of how facts were developed, and without 
a feeling for the intellectual method that won 
them from nature. Cnly the mere skeleton of 
science has been presented. The facts are 
divorced from anything that might be called 
the process of inquiry; they are sterilized 
of their beauty and are left dangling without 
a place in the scheme of things (5» p. 3)* 

Several special curriculum study groups or committees 

were organized for the purpose of designing new science 

courses to correct the "ills" of science education. The 

new curricular committees formulated their general and 

specific objectives separately, but there appear to be many 

common elements and patterns of similarities in the new 

curricula. Trowbridge (6) listed the following: more 

emphasis on "discovery type" laboratories; more rigorous 

treatment of subject matter than in traditional courses; 

newer concepts in subject matter; opportunities for the good 

student to extend his exploration of the subject; a greater 

variety of teaching aids to supplement the courses; upgrading 

of teacher competency for successful teaching in the courses; 

good teaching and learning practices were embodied in their 

construction; less emphasis on application and technology; 

more emphasis on abstractions, theory, and basic science; and 

an understanding of what a scientist is and does in our 

society. 

James V. DeRose, President of the National Science 

Teachers Association, 1965-1966, wrote, 



It is time we take a sharp, critical look at 
what we are doing. Have we equated teaching with 
telling? As science teachers we have a built-in 
advantage in a dynamic enterprise involving people 
who are attempting to learn more about themselves 
and the world they live in. They are working at 
the frontiers of learning. They are constantly 
experiencing the feeling of truly not knowing. 
Similarly, our students should become acquainted 
with the methodology of the scientist through 
their involvement with real problems. 

. . . it is my feeling that in our classroom 
today the teaching that goes on is not overwhelm-
ingly of this kind in spite of major improvements 
in science curricula which have updated content, 
demarcated major themes, and emphasized the pro-
cesses of science (3} p. 9). 

This study was proposed to provide valuable information 

about the current practices of science teachers that would be 

useful in the preparation of future science teachers and in-

service training programs for present high school teachers. 

Definition of Terms 

Practice is used to denote the customary or usual 

process of teaching used by science teachers. 

2« High school refers to grades 9-12. 

3* Science education specialists refers to educators 

recommended by the National Science Teachers Association, xiflio 

have written extensively or have had extensive experience in 

the field of science education. 

Limitations of the Study 

1. This study was limited to thirty-five science teachers 

of biology, chemistry, and physics in selected Texas high 
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schools in a six-county area in North Central Texas—Collin, 

Cooke, Denton, Fannin, Grayson, and Wise. 

2. This study was limited to teachers of biology, 

chemistry, and physics in the fifteen colleges and universi-

ties in Texas which graduated the largest number of science 

teachers in 1964-1965. (See Appendix A.) 

3. This study was limited to teachers of professional 

education'courses in the fifteen colleges and universities 

in Texas which graduated the largest number of science 

teachers in 1964-1965. 

4. This study was limited to the reported practices 

of teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics in selected 

Texas high schools in the following areas: (1) practices 

concerning the development, use, and evaluation of teaching 

objectives; (2) the methods and techniques employed; (3) the 

variety and types of materials used; (4) the type of content 

and organization; (5) the use of the school library; (6) the 

use of co-curricular activities; and (7) the methods used for 

evaluating students. 

5. The information obtained in the study was limited 

to the written responses of the national science education 

specialists, college teachers of science, and college edu-

cation teachers to prearranged practices listed in the 

questionnaire and to verbal responses by high school science 

teachers to the same list of prearranged practices in the 

questionnaire. 



In spite of this limitation, which is recognised, the 

questionnaire was considered the best research tool for 

obtaining data from the three groups of authorities, and in 

order to obtain comparable data, the questionnaire was used 

as a basis for a structured interview with high school 

science teachers. 

Basic Assumptions 

" 1 . It was assumed that a random sample of high school 

science teachers would be representative of the science 

teachers of the selected area. 

2. It was assumed that a random sample of national 

science education specialists would be representative of 

national science education specialists. 

3. It was assumed that a random sample of science 

teachers in the selected colleges and universities would 

be representative of the science teachers in the selected 

colleges and universities. 

4. It was assumed that a random sample of professional 

education teachers in the selected colleges and universities 

would be representative of the education teachers in the 

selected colleges and universities. 

Procedures for Collecting Data 

The first step in collecting the data was the construction 

of a questionnaire. The ideas for developing the questionnaire 

were obtained (see Appendix B for list of books used) by 
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surveying current books on secondary science teaching. The 

questionnaire (see Appendix C) was administered to the 

national science education specialists, college and uni-

versity science teachers, and college and university edu-

cation teachers. The same questionnaire was used as an 

interview check sheet for a structured interview with the 

high school teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics. 

The second step was the selection of a panel of twelve 

judges for testing the validity of the practices to be 

included in the questionnaire and interview. The panel was 

composed of judges recommended by the National Science 

Teachers Association. The questionnaire with an accompany-

ing letter (see Appendix D) was mailed to each of the twelve 

judges. They were requested to respond to the questionnaire 

by indicating whether they thought each item was valid for 

use in the study by checking the appropriate response. Agree-

ment among seven of the twelve judges was the criterion for 

retaining a practice in the questionnaire. All items in the 

questionnaire were considered valid. 

After validity had been established, a reliability study 

of the questionnaire was conducted by a test-retest method. 

The questionnaire with an accompanying letter (see Appendix E) 

was submitted twice to thirty-one high school science teachers, 

with an interval of three weeks between administrations. The 

respondents were asked to indicate the emphasis they place on 
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each practice in the teaching of high school science. A 

coefficient of reliability of .3$ was computed on the two 

responses of the thirty-one teachers. 

The next step was a random selection of the high school 

teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics taken from a 

list of the teachers in the sixty-seven high schools in the 

six-county area in North Central Texas covered in this study. 

All thirty-five selected science teachers were interviewed, 

and they were asked to indicate how much emphasis they place 

on each of the practices included in the questionnaire, which 

was used as the interview check sheet. Their responses were 

recorded at the time of the interview. 

The questionnaires with accompanying letters (see 

Appendix E) were mailed to a random sample of twelve 

national science specialists recommended by the National 

Science Teachers Association, thirty randomly selected 

science teachers in the selected Texas colleges and uni-

versities, and thirty randomly chosen education teachers in 

the specified colleges and universities. They were requested 

to respond to the questionnaire by indicating the amount of 

emphasis they recommended that high school science teachers 

should place on each practice. Follow-up letters were sent 

until twelve national science specialists, the thirty college 

teachers of science, and the thirty education teachers in the 

colleges and universities had responded. 
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Procedure for Treating Data 

All data were tabulated on check sheets according to 

the emphasis placed on each practice. A simple analysis 

of variance was computed to indicate whether or not sig-

nificant differences existed between the emphasis placed 

on the practices and the recommended emphasis of the three 

groups of authorities, and whether or not any significant 

differences existed among the emphasis recommended on the 

practices by the three groups of authorities. The compu-

tation of the simple analysis of variance was the basis for 

accepting or rejecting the hypotheses at the .05 level of 

significance. 
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CHAPTER II 

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The literature reviewed for the present study is grouped 

into eight categories: (1) status studies concerning the 

practices used in science teaching, (2) literature related 

to objectives of science education, (3) studies concerning 

the methods and techniques employed in science teaching,. (4) 

various studies concerning materials used, (5) research 

studies and other literature related to the content and 

organization of high school science, (6) related literature 

concerning the use of the school library and library materials, 

(7) studies investigating the use of co-curricular activities, 

and (8) studies involving the evaluation of students. 

Status Studies of Science Teaching Practices 

Status studies of various types have been conducted in 

recent years. These have included surveys of current practices 

in certain states in science education and in teaching particu-

lar subjects. Cummins (25) surveyed the teachers of science 

in the state of Oregon to provide objective data concerning 

conditions as they existed dixring the 1958-1959 school year. 

14 
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In comparing the small high school and the large high school, 

he found the small high school science programs to be inferior 

to those of the large high schools. The science teachers of 

the large high schools made more frequent use of the following 

practices—teacher demonstrations, pupil laboratory experi-

ments, and science projects—than did the science teachers in 

the small high schools. 

Bennett (9) studied 709 Texas junior high schools to 

determine the fundamental organization of the junior high 

schools and the use of certain science teaching practices. 

The researcher was primarily concerned with the relation of 

size of the school to the practices of the teachers and with 

the relation of the practices found in Texas jiinior high 

school to the practices of the typical junior high school. 

He concluded that the student population of the junior high 

school significantly influenced the teaching of science. 

Although the grade level organization of the junior high 

school had a significant influence on certain science teach-

ing practices, it did not influence the teaching of science 

to the extent that the size of the student population seemed 

to do. The organization of most Texas junior high schools 

differed from the assumed typical or standard junior high 

organization. Bennett, also, found that some of the trends 

in the teaching of science in Texas junior high schools 

differed from those trends previously reported in research 

in junior high schools. 
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Gomez (3&) evaluated the relative effectiveness of 

sequential and nonsequential science programs and specific 

methodologies in selected Texas junior high schools as indi-

cated by student achievement. He pre-tested and post-tested 

614 students in thirteen schools. Gomez interviewed princi-

pals, teachers, and students, and observed in the classrooms. 

The results seemed to favor the general science program, the 

demonstration method, and the laboratory method. 

Woodward (94) collected data through the New York State 

Department of Education and from a questionnaire to investi-

gate science offerings, enrollments, facilities, and charac-

teristics of science teachers of the state. He found that 

all academically able students in the schools studied had 

access to biology, chemistry, and physics courses, and that 

these courses usually included laboratory work. Teachers 

were best prepared in biology, second chemistry, third 

physics. Earth science background was limited, and more than 

50 per cent of the teachers had three years or less tenure in 

their current positions. 

Hanson (4) analysed the science programs of Iowa second-

ary schools ranking high and low in science achievement. The 

top twenty schools and the twenty from the lower extreme of 

rankings according to change in student achievement v̂ ere 

visited. Data were gathered through observation, interview, 

and questionnaire. The results indicated that in the low 
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achievement group student demonstrations were used to a 

greater extent, ordinary classrooms were used for science 

instruction, and more nonlaboratory science courses were 

offered. In the high achievement group, the use of films 

and filmstrips was less evident, more formal class conduct 

and better teacher control were apparent, less frequent use 

of short tests and more frequent use of long tests were 

noticeable, and more mathematics was used in the teaching 

of physics. He recommended that provision be made for 

laboratory work in all science classes, and that the adminis-

trators hire science teachers with more recent preparation 

and demonstrated professionalism. 

Hoeldtke (45) conducted a study in 1950 to determine the 

adequacy of the science programs of the small high schools of 

North Central Texas, including schools in two of the counties 

used in the present study—Cooke and Denton. Questionnaires 

were returned from twenty-five Class B schools and ten Class A 

schools. She compared the percentages calculated on each item 

of the questionnaire. 

Some of the findings were that only one school with an 

enrollment of less than 100 pupils offered chemistry, the 

percentage of enrollment in science classes was much larger 

in the school with required science for graduation, some of 

the Class B schools did not offer the number of recommended 

courses in science, 50 per cent of the Class A schools did 
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not offer the recommended number of science courses, a large 

number of the schools had forty-five-minute periods, and the 

qualifications of the teachers of the Class A schools were 

greater than those of the Class B schools. 

The following findings are related to teaching practices: 

1. Only 22.6 per cent of the schools reported using the 

integrated method of teaching. 

2. Opportunities to practice the use of the scientific 

methods in making reports on scientific happenings were re-

ported in SO.3 per cent. 

3. All schools had inadequate provisions for scientific 

experiences with actual scientific equipment. 

4. The supply of current literature was inadequate in 

the schools. 

5. The Class B schools were inadequate in providing 

current reference books. 

6. The schools were inadequate in providing science and 

camera clubs. 

7. The schools were inadequate in making provisions for 

field trips, supplying aquariums for biological study, stress-

ing worthy use of leisure time, and emphasizing the develop-

ment of medicine. 

6. The teachers with the least experience did not make 

use of the natural resources as much as did the teachers with 

more experience. 
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The reviewed studies were largely concerned with the 

relationship of the size and organization of the school to 

the science programs and science teaching practices. The 

greatest emphasis of most status studies reviewed seemed 

to be on organization rather than actual classroom teaching 

practices. 

Literature Related to Objectives of Science Education 

An abundance of literature on the purposes, aims, and 

objectives of science education was available; however, 

there seemed to be a dearth of research studies concerning 

objectives. Hurd wrote, 

Objectives indicate the nature of the educational 
endeavor and denote the direction it should take; 
they serve as a guide for the choice of teaching 
procedures and provide hypotheses for making cur-
riculum decisions (49, P« &L). 

In a teacher-opinion poll, American teachers of 1966 

were overwhelming in favor of the seven cardinal principles 

as formulated in 191$ by the National Education Association-

appointed Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Edu-

cation (67). The ""Seven Cardinal Principles of Education" 

were (1) health, (2) command of fundamental processes, 

(3) worthy home-membership, (4) vocation, (5) citizenship, 

(6) worthy use of leisure, and (7) ethical character. The 

teachers indicated that all the principles were not being 

given appropriate emphasis, especially worthy use of leisure, 

worthy home-membership, and ethical character. Additional 
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major objectives most frequently added to the list of seven 

by the teachers polled were: world citizenship, human re-

lations, and independent thinking. 

The many lists of objectives of science education 

appeared to have changed little in the last few years. In 

1954> Hurd (43) submitted a suggested list of objectives 

prepared by a committee of science teachers. 

A student's experience in science should: 

1. Increase his competence to understand 
and his ability to apply those problem-solving 
techniques which have wide applications in daily 
living: such as the ability to recognize, delimit, 
and state problems; to organize data; to recognize 
authoritative sources of information, and others. 

2. Increase his competence in those scien-
tific attitudes and habits of thinking which will 
influence his actions in the direction of better 
personal-social adjustment: such as the habit of 
weighing evidence; open-mindedness; looking for 
cause and effect relationships, and many others. 

3. Increase his competence in understanding 
and applying those concepts, principles, and gener-
alizations of science which may function directly 
in his personal-social living. . . . 

4. Enable him to discover and to develop 
interests in science which will carry over into 
worthwhile recreational and leisure time activi-
ties: such as hobbies, recreational reading, 
enriched travel, etc. 

5. Increase his understanding and appreci-
ation of the part science and scientists are 
playing in a determination of the course of con-
temporary society: such as the effects of atomic 
power; jet propulsion; applied genetics; tele-
vision, biotics, etc. 

6. Stimulate an interest in the wide range 
of vocational opportunities in science: such as 
research; engineering; medicine; and teaching. 
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7. Increase his competence in the under-
standing of and ability to think critically about 
modern social and economic situations created by 
science through technological applications: such 
as the effect of atomic energy; faster transpor-
tation; sythetic fibers. 

3. Increase his understanding, interest, 
and appreciation of our biological and physical 
environment so that he may more adequately adjust 
to or improve his environment. 

9« Aid him in the development of a satis-
factory philosophy of life and value standards 
which will lead to a more satisfactory outlook 
upon the modern world: such as confidence in 
scientific progress; faith in critical methods 
of thinking; need for intellectual honesty 
(4$, p. $). 

An examination of the objectives listed in the Teachers 

College, Columbia University Science Manpower Project mono-

graphs of biology and chemistry revealed similar objectives, 

The high school chemistry should provide 

1. A basis for understanding the physical 
environment; 

2. A means for developing constructive 
attitudes and interests; 

3. Opportunities to practice critical 
thinking in problem-solving situations; 

4. A basis for understanding the opera-
tion of scientific methods in the field of 
chemistry; and 

5. An appreciation of the impact of 
chemical science and technology on society 
(75, p. 4). 

The objectives listed for high school "biology were 

1. To motivate and encourage scientific 
curiosity. 
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2. To produce greater appreciations and 
understandings of scientists, scientific en-
deavors, and the tools and methods employed by-
scientists. 

3. To develop concepts about the nature 
and behavior of living things. 

4. To make appropriate contribution to 
the aims of general education. 

5. To foster further study by science-
talented students (85, P« 6). 

A panel of science teachers, curriculum specialists, 

and scientists was assembled by Educational Testing Service 

to formulate and define objectives of science education to 

be used in preparing the evaluative instruments for the 

national assessment of the progress of education in science. 

The four major objectives of science education stated in 

the panel report were 

. . . that students should come to 

I. Know the fundamental facts and principles 
of science. 

II. Possess the abilities and skills needed to 
engage in the processes of science.. 

III. Understand the investigative nature of 
science. 

IV. Have attitudes about and appreciations 
of scientists, science, and the conse-
quences of science that stem from 
adequate understanding (90, pp. 12-13). 

The panel also delineated and exemplied. each of the four 

major objectives. Under Objective I, a listing of twenty-six 

topics about which science students should know fundamental 
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facts and principles; ten abilities and skills necessary for 

use in the processes of science were listed in Objective II; 

the list tinder Objective III contained six items relative to 

the understanding of the investigative nature of science; and 

five attitudes and appreciations were listed under Objective 

IV. Also, the panel report outlined examples, prototype 

exercises for each of the subobjectives and for each of the 

four age levels to be assessed. 

Walbesser (92) stressed the need for criteria to be 

used in the construction of statements of behavioral 

objectives rather than the "ambiguous objectives such as 

•understanding, appreciation, and knowing—so commonplace as 

objectives for contemporary curriculum projects'̂  (92, p. 35). 

All of the individual performances that the learner was ex-

pected to have acquired during the exercise should be stated. 

He emphasized that words implying behavior should be used; 

such as, identify, construct, or demonstrate. 

Although much thought has gone into the formation of 

the objectives of science education, little work has been 

done to determine how to relate the objectives to the ?• ;:tual 

classroom (54). More doubt as to the effective use of 

objectives by teachers was cast by Blackwood (12), who re-

ported that individual teachers do not tend to write questions 

which correspond with or match their own statements of 

objectives. Aylesworth (4) compared the attitudes of class-

room science teachers in Michigan toward problem solving as 
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a worthy objective of science teaching, with the methodology-

used in the direct teaching of this method, as described by 

twenty science teachers, and the actual methodology used by 

this group. Through the use of notes of observation and 

tape recordings, he scrutinized and equated the methodology 

with a checklist of Obourn's on the problem-solving objective, 

The twenty teachers completed a questionnaire concerning their 

reactions to Obourn's forty-four points, indicating how often 

they practiced problem solving in the classroom. A comparison 

was made of the data secured by observation and tape and the 

data from the questionnaires. He concluded that the teachers 

completed the questionnaires realistically, since the results 

tallied with the observation. As a result of the completion 

of the questionnaire by a larger sample of teachers, he found 

that the science teachers did not give enough attention to 

the direct teaching of problem solving, although they had 

stated that they approved of problem solving as an objective 

of science teaching and had been taught the importance of 

problem solving. He concluded that the teachers either did 

not truly understand the desirability of teaching problem 

solving directly or had not learned the technique of teaching 

the method directly. 

Hedges, MacDougall, and Lockhead (42) analyzed teacher-

made science tests to determine the teachers' educational 

goals. Most of the items reflected objectives classifiable 

among the lowest orders of Bloom's taxonomv: also, t.flo -i +• 
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were inadequately constructed. They concluded that science 

education in Virginia high schools was of a fragmentary and 

elementary nature, that science teachers were not sufficiently 

considering the consolidation of broad understandings, and 

that science teachers did not appear to be sufficiently pre-

pared in the construction of teacher-made tests. 

The reviewed literature concerning objectives of science 

education indicated that there is considerable agreement 

among educators on the objectives, but there is a considerable 

gap between the expressed objectives and the achievement of 

these objectives in actual classroom practices. 

The Methods and Techniques Employed in Science 

Numerous studies have been conducted comparing various 

methods of teaching science. Many of these have involved 

the new science curricula materials and the effectiveness 

of the laboratory method of teaching science. The oldest 

method of teaching—lecture—has certain advantages: less 

expensive, requires no special equipment, requires less 

preparation than most other methods, and more content can 

be covered in less time (34, p. 34). According to Lesser, 

"teaching by the lecture method and by the hearing of the 

recitation of facts exclusively is ineffectual for reaching 

our broad goals" (57> P- 5). 

One study comparing lecture-discussion and problem-

solving methods of teaching ninth grade students was 
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conducted by Mahan (63). Seven of the eight conclusions 

listed favored the problem-solving approach. He found no 

differences in the development of scientific attitudes 

between the two classes used for each method. 

Woodburn and Obourn (95) presented the use of lecture 

with other methods: lecture-discussion; the lecture as case 

history or case analysis; the lecture with demonstration; 

the lecture with films, filmstrips, slides, or other pro-

jected materials; and the lecture with natural history 

specimen. Many studies have been conducted to compare the 

effectiveness of the lecture-demonstration method with the 

laboratory method. In reviewing thirty-seven such studies, 

Cunningham (24) found that the lecture-demonstration methods 

were as effective as individual laboratory work, except when 

laboratory skills was an objective of instruction. He con-

cluded that the majority of the reviewed studies were 

inadequate in design and statistical treatment of data. 

More recent studies have been conducted dealing with 

the laboratory. Several of these studies have dealt with 

the inductive-deductive approach in laboratory instruction. 

Lahti (56) compared the effects of different approaches to 

laboratory work in a college level physical science course. 

The criteria tested involved resourcefulness in designing 

new experiments, ability to utilize facts and principles, 

skill in interpreting results of experiments, and skill in 
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solving new problems. The problem-solving group scored 

highest on tests given. 

Another college study was conducted by Craik (21) in 

zoology to determine the relative effectiveness of the 

inductive-deductive and the deductive-descriptive methods. 

By means of pre-test and post-test on the criterion measures, 

she found that though the difference in the mean gains was 

not statistically significant, the results favored the 

inductive-deductive groups. The results of the student 

evaluation questionnaire seemed to favor the inductive-

deductive-method as to increased motivation and interest, 

development of scientific attitude, understanding of the 

scientific method, and student prediction of better retention 

of the material because of active participation. 

Schefler ($2), in another college study in biology, 

comparing inductive and illustrative laboratory methods, 

determined that one method was not superior to the other. 

Coulters (20), in comparing the amount of learning in terms 

of inductive laboratory, inductive demonstration, and de-

ductive laboratory instruction in biology, concluded that 

the inductive treatments produced significantly greater-

attainment of attitudes of science. 

Boeck (13) compared two approaches to laboratory instruo-

tion in terras of knowledge of facts and principles, applica-

tions of principles to new situations, knowledge of scientific 
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method, and ability to perform in the laboratory. He foiuid 

that the inductive method was as good as the deductive-

descriptive approach in terms of acquisition of facts and 

principles, and was significantly better in promoting skills 

in the use of science methods. 

Other studies concerned \fith laboratory work were con-

ducted by Karle (53)> Riggs (78), and Mark (65). Karle con-

ducted a study involving gifted tenth and eleventh grade 

girls, using the Manufacturing Chemists' Association 

open-ended laboratory experiments. She reported that the 

experimental group and the group of girls using the con-

ventional laboratory exercises did equally well in the area 

of critical thinking, recall of information, application of 

principles, and interest in science. 

Fdggs, comparing two methods of teaching a college 

level general chemistry laboratory, concluded that there 

were no significant differences in subject matter or problem-

solving abilities between the group taught by the conventional 

laboratory manual approach and the experimental group using 

the research-like problems. Mark compared the results of 

ten experiments found in most laboratory manuals with a 

problem-solving approach in the teaching of high school 

chemistry during laboratory periods. He found that both 

groups did equally well in the mastery of unrelated chemistry 

content and that the experimental group surpassed the control 
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group in interpreting chemistry knowledge expressed in the 

form of paragraphs and diagrams. 

Brandwein, Watson, and Blackwood (14> p. 279) have 

suggested that the importance of laboratory work lies in 

more general aspects of learning "how the scientist works." 

Hurd predicted that in the coming type of laboratory work 

"the emphasis will not be primarily upon the data obtained, 

as in present-day type of experiments, but upon the methods 

of obtaining the data" (49} p. 22). 

The case study method as illustrated in the Harvard Case 

Studies by Conant (19) and those developed by Cohen (18) 

. . . is dependent on (1) the selection of specific 
scientific ideas or principles, and (2) the use of 
a historical treatment to show how a major scientific 
idea or generalization evolved as a result of the 
work of many scientists or investigators (93> P« 226). 

Downes emphasized the case study method as "a most 

logical basis for social studies and science teachers to 

work together to help their students understand better both 

history and science" (28, p. 179). There seemed to be little 

evidence of the widespread adoption of the case study method. 

Another suggested method to be used in science teaching 

involved student debates, panels, dramatization and role-

playing. The panel and debate was mentioned as "one of the 

few means whereby controversial issues can be brought up 

for classroom discussion" (95, p. 393). Woodburn and Obourn 

presented dramatization and role-playing as a means of 
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accomplishing an "all too often neglected goal in teaching 

the pursuit of science" (95, p. 399)—to stir the imagi-

nation or emotions. For the student, "participation in a 

dramatized episode in the pursuit of science could easily 

be the key event in attracting new creative, artistic, and 

imaginative recruits into an endeavor which has too often 

been pictured as stultifying, pragmatic, and emotionless' 

(95, P* 400). Research appeared to be nonexistent in the^e 

areas. 

Another area of methods that has received very little 

attention was study—homework and supervised study. Thurber 

and Collette (38, p. 341) expressed the opinion that homework 

assignments seemed to be little more than "busy work" of a 

sterotyped and unpleasant nature. The most common homework 

assignment is the answering of the questions at the end of 

the chapter. Lesser (57» p« 24) wrote that a good assignment 

is clear, definite, interesting, thought-provoking, and based 

on the learnings of the day. On the basis of the results of 

investigations of adolescents' study habits, Strang (86) recom-

mended that 

More school time should be devoted to the guid-
ance of learning. 

Students should be encouraged to do more reading 
and studying of the kind that will have con-
tinuing value in later life. 

Students should be allowed more initiative and 
choice in the matters of what and how and when 
and with, whom to study. 
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Homework should "be more individualized, mean-
ingful, and useful; students should uncover new 
problems in school which they solve at home. 

Approval should be accorded to homework that is 
well planned and successfully completed (£6, p. 33). 

Washton asked, ,JDo students know how to study and work 

in science effectively?" (93, p. 65). He expressed the need 

for more work in this area. Norton (70), attempting to find 

out vihether or not achievement in ninth grade general sciei. 

was related more closely to study habits than to intelligence, 

reading ability, and aptitude, concluded that aptitudes were 

better predictors of success. 

Fowler (34, p. 91) reported that science projects as a 

method instruction was a common practice. The project, accord-

ing tp Fowler, must include both a product and a method. The 

product could be a scientific principle, an industrial process, 

a model, piece of scientific apparatus, and many others of 

like nature. The method is similar to the method used by 

professional scientists. Thurber and Collette (8$, p. 533) 

listed many contributions of science projects, including 

changes in ways of thinking and acting, as well as subject 

matter learnings. Novak (71) compared student achievement 

under two methods of instruction: conventional lecture-

laboratory method and the project-centered method. Although 

no significant differences in means were found between the 

two groups, the project-method provided better for individual 

differences. 
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Group projects, as well as individual projects, were 

suggested by several science educators. Washton (93> P» 202) 

suggested the group work method for the following: problem-

solving method, the project method, the field trip, the case 

study, and in some instances, laboratory. Woodbtirn and Obourn 

(95, P« 376) added student demonstrations and panel discus-

sions to the list provided by Washton. They cited the value 

of group work in providing young people with needed experi-

ence in performing as effective members of a group. Washton 

stressed, "Group work in science may have great significance 

for the future scientist. Research science is more often 

team research than individual research" (93 > P« 203). 

The term paper or special report., according to ¥oodburn 

and Obourn (95> p. 3$2), could be a means of transferring 

some of the responsibility for gathering of information to 

the students. Student reports should grow out of problems 

encountered by the class and in which the students are inter-

ested. Little research has been done in this method of science 

teaching. 

Many other methods of teaching science using certain 

materials or instruments are reviewed in the next section, 

In summary, the reviewed studies and literature of methods 

and techniques of science teaching indicated that many of the 

studies failed to indicate a superior method of teaching. 

There are numerous methods and techniques of science teaching 

whose effectiveness has not been investigated thoroughly. 
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Studies Concerning Materials Used in Science Teaching 

Studies concerning the materials and tools of science 

abounded in certain topics, but they were sparse in a 

number of the topics. The "tools" of science education 

included a multitude of materials; such as, textbooks, 

supplementary books, chalkboard, programmed materials, audio-

visual materials, periodicals, newspapers, television, radio, 

museums, laboratory manuals, workbooks, laboratory facili-

ties, apparatus, supplies, and many others. 

Numerous studies concerning textbooks have been conducted. 

On the importance of the textbook, Cronbach wrote, "At the 

center of the present-day educational scene in America is the 

textbook. It takes a dominant place in the typical school 

from the first grade to the college" (22, p. 3). Textbooks 

contain many aids to help the reader understand what he reads. 

Pictures, diagrams, cross references, glossaries, and many 

other aids are found in current textbooks. Barnard (5) re-

ported that although students are rarely taught how to use 

these aids, their use would pay high educational dividends. 

He emphasised the slogan, "every teacher, a teacher of reading" 

(5, p. 17)} because it can no longer be assumed that every 

student has learned to read to the maximum of his ability by 

the time he reaches the secondary schools. 

Mallison (64) listed the following criteria in selecting 

a textbook: the level of reading difficulty, the style of 
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writing, the nature of the illustrations, the provision for 

individual differences, the kind of supplementary activities, 

and the clarity and organization of material. 

Flesh (33) conducted a number of studies on testing 

readability of textbooks. He devised ease-of-reading 

formulas to replace the process of obtaining the meanings, 

ideas and their relationship. He substituted a cot it of 

prefixes and suffixes which seemed to take care of abstraction 

about as well as the actual count of abstract words. 

In a college-level study of the student's understanding 

of science textbook reading, Bergen (11) reported that diffi-

culty in science textbook reading was due primarily to the 

level of comprehension of the scientific words and terms, and 

the students unawareness of their ignorance. Belden and 

Lee (8), in a study concerning the textbook readability and 

reading ability of high school science students, concluded 

that none of the chemistry books had readability scores at 

the tenth grade level; they were all too difficult. The 

physics books had readability scores at the twelfth grade 

level—the usual placement of high school physics courses. 

Burnett (16, p. 233) stressed that it was almost im-

possible to achieve the broad objectives of science instruc-

tion through the use of a single textbook. He recommended 

that the teacher obtain many types of materials from many 

sources—federal and state governments, professional scien-

tific organizations, health organizations, trade associations, 
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industrial firms, and other public and private organizations— 

who will send the materials for free or for a nominal cost* 

He continued by stressing the use of periodicals dealing with 

science. 

Roper (SO) investigated the factors involved in the 

selection and use of industry-sponsored materials by chemistry 

teachers in Colorado high schools. He found that 96 per cent 

of the teachers used such materials because they felt that 

this information stimulated class interest, filled a need in 

a limited budget for instructional materials, provided more 

visual presentation, and allowed for variety in presentation. 

The materials were used to supplement textbooks, introduce 

units, make a display on bulletin boards, and serve as 

exhibits. The most preferred materials were films, exhibits, 

tours, booklets, charts, speakers, filmstrips, leaflets, 

samples, posters, models, mock-ups, comic books, and teachers' 

manuals. 

Barnes and others (6), in a study emphasizing the need 

to upgrade the reading level of high school students through 

the use of supplementary science books, developed a list of 

criteria for selecting supplementary books. The criteria 

were divided into those pertaining to the effect of the book 

on the reader and those pertaining to the intrinsic quality 

of the book. The criteria pertaining to the effect on the 

reader were (1) provokes thinking and discussion, (2) develops 
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interest in matters of science, (3) stimulates further read-

ing, (4) helps to articulate and elucidate scientific con-

cepts and principles, (5) suggests further problems, and (6) 

gives insights into social implications and contributions of 

science. The criteria pertaining to the quality of the book 

were (1) accurate and authoritative, (2) fair and sincere in 

its presentation of controversial subject matter, (3) its 

enrichment material goes beyond, that of secondary textbooks, 

(4) has good literary standards—clear style, grammatically 

correct, easy to read, (5) its general theme and tone are 

wholesome, and (6) a book of lasting value—one worth owning 

and going back to. 

A large number of studies have been conducted concerning 

the effectiveness of the use of films in the teaching of 

science. Finley, concerning the proper role of films, wrote, 

"Films are used to bring to the classroom certain key experi-

ments and a range of experiments that are likely to be too 

difficult, too time consuming, or too costly for students to 

perform or for teachers to demonstrate" (31, p. 68). 

A number of studies have involved the use of the "Y/hite 

Physics Films." Garside (35) made a comprehensive study of 

the films on learning in mechanics and heat. He found the 

level of achievement of the experimental (film) group did not 

differ significantly from that of the control (nonfilm) group, 

but there was significant difference in the level of retention, 
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favoring the control group. Grassell (39) concluded that 

instruction by the White films was as effective as the 

traditional lecture-demonstration method. Anderson and 

Montgomery (1) found that there was not difference in 

achievement between the experimental group taught by the 

Karvey "White films and the conventionally instructed group. 

The experimental group aid have more significant variances 

from pre-test to post-test than the control group; therefore, 

the investigators concluded that the film method was some-

what superior. 

Smith and Anderson (#3) demonstrated that there were 

significant differences in the achievement of different 

ability groups as a result of the use of educational films 

in high school biology. Both high ability students and low 

ability students showed gains while the middle group did not 

indicate an increase. In a study using the Harvey "White 

Physics Films in the secondary schools of Turkey, Kelson and 

Pella (69) compared pupil achievement under various instruc-

tional situations. There was no significant difference 

between the groups taught by the experienced teachers and 

those taught by the inexperienced teachers when both used the 

films. The nonfilm group achieved significantly better than 

the film group when both were taught by experienced teachers. 

The inexperienced teachers with little background in physics 

increased their understanding of the subject, as did the 

experienced teachers, while teaching the film series. 
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In a study using the Baxter chemistry films, Anderson 

and others (2) obtained results indicating that the pupils 

in nonfilm groups achieved more than those in the film 

classes. There was a decrease in the gain of the film 

classes during the last semester. The students appeared 

to tire of the films, yet many students indicated that they 

had profited from various features of the filmed instruction. 

Kazem (54) used films in a high school biology class to 

determine their effectiveness upon student understanding of 

the elements of scientific methods. The results indicated 

that the pupil understanding of scientific methods was 

increased more by the use of information-expository films 

than by the use of the historical-dramatic films. In another 

biology study, Brosius (15) compared the use of films to 

actual dissections. He concluded that the films could be 

substituted for conventional dissections without loss in the 

learning process and with more efficient use or time, space, 

and materials. 

Television instruction in science has been investigated 

by several educators. Engelhart and others (30) studied the 

effect of television on achievement in high school physics. 

He found that high ability and low ability students profited 

more from the usual methods of instruction without television. 

He concluded that the two groups needed the stimulation and 

guidance of the teachers. In another physics study by 
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Hubbard (47), one group of students was taught by television 

alone, another by television supplemented by direct teaching, 

and the third by the conventional methods. He found that no 

one teaching method was statistically superior. 

Strevell ($7) also conducted a study of the effective-

ness of teaching high school physics by television. He 

reported that learning by television v/as more effective in 

homogeneous classes than in heterogeneous classes. Tele-

vision teaching proved to be an advantage for the academically 

underprivileged, rural, or Negro groups. The learning of 

physics by television was as successful as in the convention-

ally taught groups. It was concluded that team teaching was 

the primary condition necessary for effective television 

instruction. 

Only a few research studies concerning programmed in-

struction material were found. Benson and Schorow (10) 

reported the use of supplementary programmed instruction 

material used in conjunction with regular and team taught 

physical science classes. They concluded that sequentially 

paced materials using immediate reinforcement can be a 

valuable aid for the teacher, and that the programmed materials 

can be used to overcome teacher deficiencies. Lindbeck (5$), 

using programmed material to teach chemistry, concluded that 

for a program teaching specific, detailed concepts, the most 

effective response would seem to be an overt one, but for 

general concepts, the covert response might be as effective. 
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Science facilities, equipment, supplies, and apparatus 

are essential for effective science instruction. Hurd wrote 

. . . several factors have been influential in 
retarding the best type of science teaching. 
The most serious drawback has been in the fixed 
space, permanent facilities, and the expense of 
new equipment. These factors have frozen cur-
riculum and teaching methods to correspond with 
the date of the initial building construction 
(49, p. 1 ) . 

On-the-spot inventories of the facilities and equipment 

in &55 schools were used in the survey completed by Koelsche 

and Solberg (55)- They concluded that the facilities and 

equipment available for science teaching were inadequate in 

many of the public schools. The greatest inadequacies were 

found in the smaller schools. 

In summary, many of the studies concerning textbooks 

dealt with the reading difficulty of the textbooks and with 

establishing criteria for the selection of textbooks. Many 

of the textbooks examined had a score of reading level above 

the grade level placement of the course. Supplementary 

reading materials were found to be invaluable in the teaching 

of science. 

A large number of the reviewed studies were concerned 

with the use of films and television as means of science 

instruction. Both methods were found to be as effective as 

conventional methods of teaching in a majority of the studies. 

Some of the studies in the use of films resulted in the loss 

of interest by the students when films were the only means 
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of instruction. In some of the studies, the nonfilm groups 

achieved more than the film groups. In some instances, the 

high and low ability groups showed more significant gains 

than did the middle ability group with the use of films. 

The reverse was true in a study utilising television; the 

middle group benefited more than the extreme group. 

Very few studies involving programmed learning were 

available, but the few reviewed indicated that programmed 

material could be an effective aid to the teacher. 

In a survey of science facilities and equipment, the 

investigators found that many schools were inadequate. 

Many other aids in the teaching of science were recommended 

by science educators, but there were no readily available 

research studies concerning the use of them. 

Literature Related to the Content and Organization 
of High School Science 

Carleton (17) stressed the use of the selected 

objectives of science education as the basis for selecting 

and organizing the content of the science course. Hurd and 

Johnson wrote that "much of the content in science courses 

that has commonly been considered fundamental is, in reality, 

merely traditional. Much weeding of this content must precede 

the modernizing of the science courses" (50, p. 332). 

Numerous studies concerning the content of various 

science courses have been conducted in the last few years. 
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Atkinson (3) developed a list of principles of nuclear energy 

in an attempt to find out what should be taught about nuclear 

energy in the secondary school. He also validated a test 

for evaluating the teaching of these principles. Tyrell (91) 

ascertained biology teachers' opinions as to the most important 

.areas in high school biology. Henderson (43) submitted a 

checklist of physiology topics to groups of students, teachers, 

parents and physicians for their evaluation as to potential 

interest and importance. Teachers and parents were better 

judges of students1 interest, than were physicians. 

Howard (46) compared the current objectives and content 

in high school biology with those prevailing forty and 

eighty years ago. He reported that the factual information 

objectives of the earlier period had been largely replaced 

by functional information objectives. The content of biology 

changed in emphasis from the practice of requiring students 

to memorize a number of more or less related facts, to the 

practice of having them consider living things and their 

relationships. A greater effort to foster practical appli-

cation of knowledge and to stimulate critical thinking was 

more noticeable in the later periods. 

Pewitt (74) attempted to determine the course content 

of high school biology, chemistry, and physics considered 

essential by science teachers in six-county area in North 

Central Texas. The topics listed in the indexes of the 
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five-state adopted textbooks for each subject were combined 

and alphabetically arranged to prepare separate question-

naires for each course—biology, chemistry, and physics. 

The teachers were asked to rate each item according to how 

essential it was for inclusion in the course. Most of the 

items were rated in the top two ranks, indicating that very 

few of the items were considered unnecessary or that they 

could be safely omitted from the course. In biology, 306 

topics were considered essential; in chemistry, 268 topics 

were rated essential; and in physics, 288 topics were so 

designated. It was concluded that science teachers would 

have a difficult time "covering all the material,'' and that 

the task of the teacher was to make a wise selection from 

the new knowledge while eliminating some of the old content. 

The organizations of the content of the courses in high 

school science have followed many patterns. Thurber and 

Collette (88, pp. 395-402) indicated that the types of 

organizations "which have persisted are those that permit 

maximum flexibility of treatment. Intricate and highly 

formal outlines do not survive" [88, p. 395). They discussed 

the more common plans for organizing content: organisation 

by major topics, the "major problem" pattern of organization, 

organisation on the basis of field experiences, organization 

about laboratory experiences, and organisation based on the 

textbook. 
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Washton stated that ,7the most widely accepted basis for 

organizing learning materials for a particular science course 

is called the unit" (93 > P- 118). A unit is composed of many-

related facts and experiences organized around a major topic, 

central theme, or problem. Burnett (16, pp. 165-166} summa-

rized the extent of the use of the three major approaches to 

curriculum construction. Most teachers use the field-covering 

approach, which is the formally organized textbook treatment 

of science content. The generalizations approach, using 

the major generalizations of science, is used by a minority 

of teachers. A small but growing number of teachers use 

the problem or functional approach. The problems approach 

considers generalizations as useful tools with which to 

resolve problems of meaning to the student. 

The so-called "newer" curricula of science are an 

attempt to cause the student to discover for himself major 

science generalizations. The first of the new curricula was 

the Physical Science Study Committee's P. S. S. C. Physics, 

which placed great emphasis on the discovery-type laboratory. 

In chemistry, two curricula have been developed--the Chemical 

Bond Approach Project's C. B. A. and the Chemical Education 

Material Study's CHEK. The Biological Sciences Curriculum 

Study developed three courses for high school biology with 

someiirhat different approaches—the Green Version deals with 

ecology, the Yellow Version presents a genetic-evoluation 
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point of view, and the Blue Version starts at the molecular 

level. Marshall and Burkman (66, pp. 9-10) pointed out the 

similarity in the courses of all the new curricula: they 

deal with relatively "pure" science; they tend to emphasize 

a laboratory approach; they use the laboratory as a means 

of discovering science; and they encourage the student to 

behave like a scientist in solving problems. 

Many studies have been conducted to evaluate the new 

science curricula. George (36) attempted to determine the 

effect of BSCS and conventional biology on critical think-

ing. He found that there were no significant differences 

between the Green and Yellow BSCS Versions and conventional 

biology, but the students taking the Blue Version scored 

significantly higher than students taking conventional 

biology. The students in the Blue Version group achieved 

significantly more than did the students in the Yellow 

Version, and these students achieved more than did the 

students in the Green Version. 

Trent (#9) conducted a study contrasting PSSC Physics 

and a traditional physics course in the student's attainment 

of the concept "understanding science." He concluded that 

there vras no significant difference between the performance 

of the experimental and control groups on the adjusted mean 

scores on the criterion, Test on Understanding: Science. 

Crumb (23) also used PSSC and non-PSSC classes to study gains 
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in scores oil the Test on Understanding; Science. Sawyer (#1) 

studied the effectiveness of the FSSC course. A test was 

developed by four physics teachers, two PSSC and two non-

PSSC. On the basis of the pre-test and post-test scores 

of four physics classes, he concluded that the PSSC program 

does not fulfill non-PSSC objectives and vice versa, and 

that such a combination examination would favor higher 

scores for non-PSSC students. 

Day (27) compared PSSC physics and traditional physics 

in critical thinking. He concluded that PSSC physics students 

exhibited a greater ability to solve critical thinking prob-

lems, but the non-PSSC students had a more positive attitude 

toward their physics courses. 

In another study involving new curricula, Herron (44) 

compared CHEM study with traditional chemistry in terras of 

their development of cognitive abilities. He found that 

conventional low and average ability students scored signifi-

cantly higher on the Watson-Glaser Subtest, Recognition of 

Assumptions than did the comparable CHEM study group, but 

no other significant differences were found. 

In summary, the literature and studies relating to 

content and organization of content in science indicated a 

high level of activity in the development of new courses of 

study in all high school science subjects. The results of 

the reviewed studies indicated that the nexv curricula were 
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as adequate as tne conventional courses in high school science, 

and they did excell in some areas. 

Related Literature Concerning the Use of the 
School Library and Library Materials 

Thurber and Collette (£g, pp. 456-477) devoted an entire 

chapter of their book, Teaching Science in Todayfs Secondar-

Schools to encouraging reading through science. They strer-ad 

the importance of reading in science for the teacher to supple-

ment his knowledge and for the student to investigate special 

topics in depth. The authors (88, p. 457) listed the follow-

ing functions in the science program: description, expla-

nation, recall of past experiences, summary and organization, 

suggestions and inspiration for new experiences, pi'oblem 

setting, persuasion, developing an appreciation for scientific 

achievements, developing an understanding of the scientific 

method, and developing a. scientific attitude. Students can 

be encouraged to read by the teacher providing free class 

time for reading and for browsing. Science fiction can also 

serve as a motivating force. A classroom library would be 

most desirable, but if one is not available, the teacher can 

assist the school librarian in obtaining the needed reading 

materials. An annual bibliography of new books for high 

school science was published in the April, 1965 issue of 

School Science and Mathematics "for the express purpose of 

guiding and helping the science teacher, the science 
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department head, and the school librarian to make the best 

possible selection, using available funds, of recent 

books . . (73, p. 299). 

Although much has been written about the place of the 

library in the curriculum, there were few evidences of 

attempts to develop practical methods. Robbins (79) reported 

on an experimental program of concentrated library work to 

help develop reading and reference skills to a higher degree. 

In addition to book reports, library research and committee 

work were the methods used. The results .showed that the 

students tended to over-research rather than under-research. 

Kapfer (52) stressed the importance of learning to read 

non-textbook science-related literature as a part of inquiry 

training. The students, as adults, will have to rely upon 

the knowledge communicated through books and periodicals 

for continuing their education in science. The abilities 

and attitudes necessary for self-instruction need to be 

taught in the high school science classroom. The author 

suggested that a large number of inexpensive paperback books 

and periodicals be made available to high school students. 

Drummond wrote that 

The need to include science current events in the 
curriculum pervades both the concrete and abstract 
goals of science teaching. Science research papers 
are being published at the rate of 67,000 words a 
minute. . . . Quite obviously, unless an attempt 
is made to evaluate and select this new information 
for the classroom students and teachers alike will 
fall farther and farther behind (29, p. 1&3). 
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The new scientific knowledge found in current news events 

would vitalize course content, stimulate student interest, 

and keep the course up to date. 

Another method of teaching based on non-textbook, scien-

tific material was used by Bauinel and Berger (7). The 

research papers of scientists that were relevant to the 

courses were selected and distributed to the students along 

with a series of questions which attempted to focus student 

attention upon important aspects of scientists and experi-

mentation. Later, class discussions were held. The students 

who studied in the classes using research papers performed as 

well, on a standardized biology test, as did students in 

control classes. The students expressed the belief that 

their conceptions of science and scientists had changed. The 

authors concluded that this approach appeared to be useful in 

the development in students of the attitudes, appreciations, 

and understandings inherent in the ways scientists work. 

In spite of the emphasis placed on the use of the library 

and the reading of supplementary materials by many science 

educators, very little research has been done in this area. 

The few studies reviewed indicated a degree of success in 

obtaining the purpose of the studies. 

Studies Investigating the Use of 
Co-curricular Activities 

Among the co-curricular activities frequently mentioned 

by secondary science educators are science clubs. 
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fairs, Science Talent Search, summer programs for high school 

students on college campuses, Science Achievement Awards, 

local summer programs, science camps, the Science Congress, 

and the Senior Seminar. In the Encyclopedia of Educational 

Research, Third Edition, I960, Smith and Anderson (84, p. 1224) 

reported that in spite of the marked growth of science clubs, 

science fairs and the many varied programs to provide aids, 

awards, and scholarships, the effects of these various pro-

grams have not been adequately investigated. Research at 

this point had not conclusively demonstrated that these 

programs contributed effectively to the attainment of the 

objectives of science education. 

Jones made the following statement concerning the value 

of science fairs: 

Science Fairs tend (1) to focus attention not 
only of pupils but also the entire community on 
science; (2) to encourage and inspire in youth the 
desire for scientific experimentation; (3) to recog-
nize talented youth without exploiting them; and 
(4) to encourage further work in the field of 
science in college and industry (51, p. 165). 

Potter (77) investigated the values of extraclass science 

activities in creating student interests during the high school 

years, and as a stimulus toward choosing a career in science. 

Fifteen schools in Colorado with science clubs were matched 

with fifteen schools without science clubs. The investigator 

administered questionnaires to the students and interviewed 

teachers and other school personnel. The results indicated 
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that only 5 per cent of the students were in extraclass activi-

ties. Approximately one-third of the students were planning 

scientific careers. Teacher time and interest seemed to be 

the essential ingredient for successful clubs. Brandwein, 

Watson, and Blackwood wrote that "in our experience . . . 

clubs seem to center around an inspiring teacher; poor teachers 

do not have clubs" (14s p. 500). 

MacCurdy (61) questioned science-oriented and engineering-

oriented honors winners in the Science Talent Search for 1952 

and 1953. From the data obtained, he described the potential 

engineer as a socially oriented person who enjoys working with 

other people; he likes to work with his hands and feels that 

science is for man's use. The author described the potential 

scientist as a solitary individualist who finds satisfaction 

in complex, intellectual activities. He considers the search 

for truth the most important activity for man. 

In another study, MacCurdy (60) interviewed entrants 

at state science fairs to determine how science interests 

change over a four-year period. The results indicated that 

the first science interest appeared to have personal, solitary, 

sensory, wonder-provoking, and free-play qualities. Occu-

pational choices made at a later age were closely related to 

first science interest. The choices made favored the physical 

science occupations. A child's teacher and his father seemed 

to have the greatest influence on his first science interest. 
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The winners of the Science Achievements Awards Program 

of the National Science Teachers Association were investi-

gated by Fisk (3?-). Questionnaires were administered to 

the winners and their teacher-sponsors. The findings were 

that approximately 44 per cent of the student projects were 

in biological science, 40 per cent in physical science, 

9 per cent in earth science, and 5 per cent in mathematics. 

Eighty per cent of the projects were prepared outside of 

class, and 50 per cent received class credit. The parents 

were very well educated, and the mothers were not working 

mothers. Approximately 12 per cent of the fathers had 

earned the doctorate degree. 

In another study concerning science award winners, 

the 1966 National Winners of the Ford-Future Scientists of 

American Awards Program were described as having "an exciting 

combination of keen minds and varied interest. They also 

have a single-mindedness about them, and that is their very 

special interest in science" (72, p. 39). Their interests 

in science have been cultivated from early elementary school 

or even preschool years by their parents, teachers, and 

friends. The program has txvo purposes—to provide encourage-

ment and recognition on a broad base to able and interested 

science students, and to help teachers identify and encourage 

students with the potential to pursue careers in science and 

engineering. 
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Dassel (26) reported on the After-School Science Pro-

grams conducted in the schools of Evansville, Indiana. The 

selected science teachers received extra pay for their after-

school work. No rigid format was established for programs; 

therefore, the sponsor and the students planned their own 

programs. The science teachers are on hand to help and 

guide the science students who want to "go the extra mile" 

in science. 

In summary, the co-curricular activities seemed to be 

designed for the student with scientific interests. The 

research in this area seemed to indicate that students 

acquire their interests in science at an early age and that 

parents and teachers influence the development of scien-

tific interests. 

Studies Involving the Evaluation of Students 

Burnett said that T!. . . the purpose of evaluation is 

to determine the success of the teaching and the learning'1 

(16, p. 23S). Nedelsky stressed, "An essential part of 

measuring and judging the results of instruction is a state-

ment of the desired results or objectives" (63, p. 5). A 

test-maker needs to know the so-called behavioral objectives 

of the course. Brandwein, Watson, and Blackwood (14, p. 389) 

suggested that teachers write their objectives in behavioral 

form and specify appropriate subject matter to aid their 
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evaluation of students. Barnard reported that the most 

widely used tests measure the memorization of facts, and 

since factual science information is soon forgotten, this 

type of tests could ""be designated as tests to measure what 

students are going to forget" (5, p. 23). He suggested 

appraisal through many means—objective-type tests, be-

havioral tests using pictures, filmstrips, and motion 

pictures to which the student reacts, direct observation, 

recording on checklists, tape recordings, students' writings, 

individual diaries, and many others. 

Lombard (60) suggested that tests are probably one of 

the most important factors in determining the image of 

science that students acquire during a science course. If 

students judge what is important from the content of the 

tests, then tests on facts alone are not enough. The author 

listed the subclassifications of education goals in the 

cognitive domain according to Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational 

Objectives: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, 

synthesis, and evaluation. He suggested that tests should not 

be overloaded on any one type of objective, that the teacher 

select an item type that will produce the desired responses, 

and that test preparation should not be left until the night 

before the test date. 

Some of the problems of testing were mentioned by 

Lisonbee (59). A test cannot be devised to measure every-

thing a student has learned, nor can it measure all the 
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objectives listed for a course by most teachers. He suggested 

that certain kinds of achievements cannot be quantitatively 

measured, and that human value judgements of these achieve-

ments made as a result of observing the pupil are important 

in evaluation. The author described the ideal test as a well-

constructed, teacher-devised test, aimed at teacher-selected 

goals and content. 

Nedelsky (68, p. 132) listed the following forms of 

tests: oral, written essay, written objective, open-book 

tests, and performance tests. He enumerated the uses of 

tests: assigning course grades; diagnosis—entrance, place-

ment, counseling, and course improvement; and research. 

Burnett (16, pp. 265-266) stressed two other means of 

evaluation--self-evaluation by the student and group-

evaluation. The student should share in the total responsi-

bility for his education. He suggested that group evaluation 

consisted of the student group assisting in the setting of 

goals, establishment of procedures, and determination of the 

means by which the groups and the individuals of the group 

were to be judged. 

A number of studies concerning various tests and testing 

techniques have been conducted in recent years. The effect 

of weekly testing in the teaching of science was reported by 

Pickunas and Mazzota (76). The results of the study indicated 

that the use of a weekly testing program did improve signifi-

cantly the mean scores of the examinations. The authors 
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'concluded that frequent testing would help lower the rate of 

student failure, and that the results indicated that even 

the poorly motivated student is somewhat test orientated. 

Goehring (37) constructed and determined the reliability 

and validity of a film slide test designed to measure the 

ability of high school students to solve physics problems. 

The slides along with a synchronized tape recording and a 

written test without pictures were administered to 412 

students. He found that the ability to apply a scientific 

method of thinking in high school physics coulc be measured 

through the media of projected film slides and related 

written items. The tests appeared to have sufficient relia-

bility and validity for classroom use. 

Gulo (40) attempted to construct and validate a test 

of critical thinking. He compared the effectiveness of two 

scoring procedures by using the ability to demonstrate exist-

ing relationships between critical thinking and assorted 

criteria. It was concluded that the Critical Thinking Test 

may have measured science achievement more than any other 

qualified entity because of its correlation with the Read 

General Science Test. 

In summary, evaluation of teaching and learning in 

science should be based on course objectives. Several 

authors recommended that teachers start their evaluation by 

writing behavioral objectives which can be measured in terras 
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of observable behavior, and that many different types of 

evaluation be done. The review of research studies indi-

cated that the grand objectives of science education were 

difficult to measure by tests, and that many times the only 

entity measured was achievement. 
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CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

Introduction 

The research hypotheses for this study concerned th3 

differences between the emphasis placed on teaching practices 

by high school teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics 

and the emphasis recommended 021 the same practices by three 

groups of authorities—national science education specialists, 

college teachers of science, and college teachers of profes-

sional education courses. The basic statistical technique 

used in the treatment of the data was a simple analysis of 

variance. Mien a significant F-ratio was obtained, the t 

technique was used to determine the level of significance of 

the difference. 

The results are presented for each of the seven sections 

of the questionnaire. The significant F~ratios and t-ratios 

are presented in tabular form for the items of each section 

of the questionnaire. A discussion of the results of each 

section of the questionnaire immediately follows the presenta-

tion of the results for the section. The complete data as 

received from North Texas State University Computer Center 

are presented in Appendix G. 
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Findings Concerning Section I: Objectives 

In Table I and the tables throughout this paper, the 

high school science teachers are referred to as Group 1, the 

national science education specialists as Group 2, the college 

teachers of professional education courses as Group 3> and the 

college science teachers as Group 4» The results are given 

for each of six groupings, which were formed by every possible 

pairing of the four groups of respondents. 

The data for Section I yielded F--ratios for three items 

which were not significant, indicating agreement among the 

groups. Significant F-ratios at greater than the .05 level 

Were obtained for the other six items, as indicated in lable I 

TABLE I 

SUmARY FOE SECTION I OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
OBJECTIVES 

Item 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
9 

9.50 
9.50 
NS 
NS 
NS 
3.$7 
5.35 
7.65 
7.33 

Group 1 
and 

Group 2 

NS* 
3.45 

N3 
MS 
NS 
N3 

Group 1 
and 

Group 3 

1 

• 4.71 
3.61 

NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 

Group 1 
and 

Group 4 

NS 
4.35 

3.01 
2.13 

3.72 

Group 2 
and 

Group 3 

Group 2 
and 

Group 4 

Group 3 
and 

Group 4 

-2.19 
NS 

NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 

t 

NS 
NS 

NS 
2.30 
3.07 
2.93 

4.59 
NS 

2.70 
3.93 
3.63 
4 * 21 

*Not significant. 
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The four groups were in agreement on the following: 

Objectives that stress the development of understanding; and 

concept development (Item 3), Objectives that stress the 

development of scientific attitudes (Item 4)> and Objectives 

that stress the development of critical thinking (Item 5)• 

The high school science teachers, national science edu-

cation specialists, and college science teachers were some-

what in agreement on Written course, unit, and lesson 

objective (Item 1). The college education teachers recom-

mended more emphasis on written course, unit, and lesson 

objectives than the other groups. The results shown in 

Table I indicated that the high school science teachers did 

not place much emphasis on written course, unit, and lesson 

objectives in their teaching of high school science, but 

they did place greater emphasis on Specific, but unwritten 

course, unit, and lesson objectives (Item 2). National 

science education specialists, college education teachers, 

and college science teachers were in agreement on specific, 

but unwritten course, unit, and lesson objectives. 

The high school science teachers and college teachers of 

education appeared to place significantly greater emphasis on 

t h e Objectives that stress learning information (Item 6) than 

was recommended by college science teachers. The high school 

science teachers, national science education specialists, and 

college education teachers were in agreement on the objectives 

that stress learning information. 
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High school science teachers, national science education 

specialists, and college education teachers were in agreement 

o n Objectives that stress the development of research skills 

(Item 7). The college science teachers appeared to place 

less emphasis on these objectives. 

There was agreement among high school science teachers, 

national science education specialists, and college education 

teachers on the Objectives that stress the development of 

social skills (Item 6). Again, the college science teachers 

indicated less emphasis on this item. 

The college science teachers showed significantly less 

emphasis on Student participation in the formulation of 

objectives (Item 9)- The high school science teachers, 

national science education specialists, and college education 

teachers appeared to be in agreement on student participation 

in the formulation of objectives. 

Findings Concerning Section II: 

Methods and Techniques 

All four groups were in agreement on four items in 

Section II, as shown in Table II. They were Case studies 

(Item 2), Student debates, dramatization or role-playing 

(Item 6), Activities which involve the students as listeners 

(I tem 4), and Written laboratory reports (Item 22). 

A further examination of Table II reveals that the high 

school science teachers and the college science teachers 
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were in agreement on the le c ture-di scus sion (Item 1) method. 

Also, the national science education specialists ana college 

education teachers were in agreement. The high school science 

teachers and college science teachers placed more emphasis on 

lecture-discussion than the amount recommended by the national 

science education specialists and college education teachers. 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY FOR SECTION II OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

Group 1 Group 1 Group 1 Group 2 Group 2 Group 3 
I ten5 F and and and and and and I ten5 

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 3 Group 4 Grcup 4 
JU t t t t t 

1 1 9.42 3.93 3.42 NS* NS —4.06 ..1, 
J * s 

2 NS • • • » • • • • • * • » 

3 3.92 2.43 NS NS -3.11 NS 2.26 
4 7.79 -4.16 -3.67 NS NS 2.79 NS 
5 6.37 -3.33 -3.23 NS NS 2.36 NS 
6 NS * * • • « • • • • • * • 

7 NS • * • • • * • • • • • • 

3 5.70 NS -2.13 2.15 NS NS 4.13 
9 6.17 -3.36 -3.67 -2.27 NS NS NS 
10 2.27 2.43 NS 2.24 NS NS NS 
11 9.19 -2.65 -4.53 NS NS 2.42 4.12 
12 11.51 -2.73 -3.39 NS NS 3.79 5^16 
13 4.43 2.74 2.46 3.11 NS NS NS 
14 NS • « • • « * # • • • * 9 

15 5-32 NS -3.79 -2.23 -2.40 NS NS 
16 , 4.34 NS -2.57 NS NS NS 3.71 
17 7.51 NS -4.42 NS NS NS 3.75 
16 17.67 -4.35 -6.53 -4.93 NS NS NS 
19 9.13 -3.47 -4.32 -3.14 NS NS NS 
20 3.03 -2.30 NS NS NS 2.03 NS 
21 13.62 -5.19 -5.21 -2.45 NS 3.29 2.66 
22 NS * • • • « • # • • • • * 

*Not significant, 
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On Demonstrations (Item 3), the high school science 

teachers and college education teachers were in agreement. 

Also, the high school teachers and college science teachers 

were in agreement with each other, and the national science 

education specialists and college science teachers were in 

accord. The college education teachers recommended greater 

emphasis on demonstrations than the high school science 

teachers placed on the practice and the other two groups of 

authorities recommended. 

There was agreement on Problem-solving approach (Item 4) 

by the following groups: high school science teachers and 

college science teachers, national science education special-

ists and college education teachers, and college education 

teachers and college science teachers. The national science 

education specialists and college education teachers appeared 

to recommend more emphasis on the problem-solving approach 

than the amount of emphasis placed on this method by the 

high school science teachers. 

The high school science teachers and the college 

science teachers, the national science education specialists 

and college education teachers, and the college education 

teachers and the college science teachers were in agreement 

o n Inductive-deductive approach (Item 5). The college edu-

cation teachers and national science education specialists 

recommended significantly greater emphasis on the 
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inductive-deductive approach than the high schoô L teachers 

had placed on this method of teaching. 

The three groupings which were in agreement on Super-

vised study (Item &) were high school science teachers and 

national science education specialists, national science 

education specialists and college education teachers, and 

national science education specialists and college science 

teachers. Of the four groups, the college education 

teachers appeared to recommend the greatest emphasis on 

supervised study. 

Additional study of Table II reveals for Field trips 

(Item 9) that the following groups were in agreement: 

national science education specialists, college education 

teachers, and college science teachers. The high school 

science teachers indicated less emphasis on field trips 

than the three groups of authorities had recommended. 

For Reports by students (Item 10), four of the six 

possible groupings of respondents were in agreement—high 

school science teachers and college education teachers, 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers, national science education specialists and college 

science teachers, and college education teachers and college 

science teachers. The high school science teachers appeared 

to place more emphasis on reports by students than the amount 
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recommended by the national science education specialists 

and college science teachers. 

The data in Table II for Resource persons (Item 11) 

indicated that the high school science teachers and the 

college science teachers, and the national science edu-

cation specialists and college education teachers were in 

accord. The national science education specialists and the 

college education teachers recommended greater emphasis for 

Item 11 than the emphasis placed by the high school science 

teachers and the college science teachers. 

An examination of the data in Table II on Involvement 

of students in local community problems (Item 12) revealed 

results similar to those for Item 11. The high school 

science teachers and the college science teachers, and the 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers were in agreement on Item 12. The college edu-

cation teachers and national science education specialists 

recommended significantly greater emphasis than the high 

school science teachers and college science teachers placed 

on involvement of students in local community problems. 

The national science education specialists, college 

education teachers, and college science teachers were in 

agreement on Activities which involve the students as 

listeners (Item 13). The high school science teachers placed 
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more emphasis on Item 13 than the three groups of authorities 

recommended. 

The three groupings which were in agreement on Term 

paper written by students (Item 15) in Table II were as 

follows: high school science teachers and national science 

education specialists, national science education specialists 

and college science teachers, and college education teachers 

and college science teachers. The high school scie ice 

teachers appeared to place less emphasis on Item 15 than the 

college education teachers and college science teachers recom-

mended. 

There was agreement on Individual pro.jects (Item 1.6) 

between four of the six possible groupings indicated by the 

not significant F-ratios, as presented in Table II. College 

education teachers recommended significantly greater emphasis 

on individual projects than the high school science teachers 

placed on the items, and the college science teachers recom-

mended less emphasis than the college education teachers. 

Four of the six groupings in Table II were in agreement 

on Group pro.jects (Item 17). College education teachers 

appeared to recommend greater emphasis on group projects than 

the high school science teachers and the college science 

teachers. 

The national science education specialists, the college 

education teachers, and the college science teachers were in 
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agreement on Provisions for the academically talented student 

(Item 1$). The high school science teachers reported less 

emphasis on Item l£, as shown in Table II, than the three 

groups of authorities recommended. 

A study of Table II revealed that the national science 

education specialists, college education teachers, and 

college science teachers were in agreement on Provisior 3 for 

the slow learner (Item 19). All three groups of authorities 

recommended greater emphasis than the high school science 

teachers had reported on provisions for the slow learner. 
v 

Four of the six groupings were in agreement on Individual 

or small group laboratory work (Item 20), as indicated in 

Table II. The national science education specialists recom-

mended greater emphasis on Item 20 than the other three groups. 

The national science education specialists and the 

college education teachers were in agreement on Creative 

laboratory work of the probiem-s olvin g type {Item 21). All 

three groups of authorities recommended more emphasis on 

Item 21 than the high school science teachers reported on 

this practice. 

Findings Concerning Section III: Materials 

A summary of the F-ratios and t-ratios computed for 

Section III of the questionnaire are presented in Table III. 

The significant F-ratios and. t-ratios are given, and non-

significant ratios are indicated. 
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TABLE III 

SUMMARY FOR SECTION III OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
MATERIALS 

Item F 

Group 1 
and 

Group 2 

Group 1 
and 

Group 3 

Group 1• 
and 

Group 4 

Group 2' 
and 

Group 3 

Group 2 
and 

Group 4 

Group 3 
and 

Group 4 
Item F 

t t t t t t 

1 11.94 -3.35 -5.5 6 -4.24 NS* NS NS 
2 NS • • * • • • * • • • a • 

3 NS * • • • • • • • • • • • 

4 2.49 NS NS NS NS 2.22 2.22 
5 4.43 NS -2.65 NS NS 2.12 3.19 
6 6.16 -3.05 -3.89 -2.17 NS NS NS 
7 US • • • * • • • * • • • * 

8 NS • • • « • • • • • • • * 

9 2.27 NS -2.51 1 NS NS NS NS 
10 5.76 NS -4.08 -2.22 -2.16 NS NS 
11 3.95 NS -3.17 NS NS NS 2.79 
12 15-36 -3.43 - 6 . 6 4 -3.88 NS NS 2.66 
13 8.87 -3.21 - 4 . 6 2 NS NS 2.30 3.33 
14 6.52 NS -4.06 NS NS NS 3.46 
15 NS • • • • • • • * • • • • 

16 NS * • • • • • * • • • • * 

17 3.66 NS NS NS NS 2.28 3.16 
18 7.96 -2.37 -4.69 NS NS NS 3.20 
19 10.65 -4.03 -4.75 NS NS 3.06 3.40 
20 9-59 -3.28 -4.91 NS NS 2.16 3.34 
21 4.36 NS -3.59 NS NS NS 2.22 
22 NS • * • • • • • • • • • • 

23 19.39 -3.79 -7.44 -4.59 NS NS 2.74 
24 NS • * • • * • • • • • • • 

25 6.20 -4.24 NS -2.20 2.83 2.55 NS 
26 NS • • • * • • • • • * # #-

27 17.02 -5.59 -5.10 -5.65 NS NS NS • 
28 NS • • • • • • • • • • • • 

29 3.41 -2.43 -2.63 NS NS NS NS 
30 4.34 -2.82 -2.93 NS NS 2.02 NS 
31 16.99 -4.91 - 6 . 4 6 -4.41 MS NS NS 

*Not significant. 

The data for this section yielded non-significant F-

ratios, indicating agreement among the four groups on the 
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following: A common textbook or textbooks for all students 

with no supplementary material (Item 2), Textbook or text-

books supplemented by pertinent books (Item 3)» Chalkboard 

(Item 7)> Wall charts, maps, graphs, etc. (Item 8), Refer-

ence books (Item 15), Periodicals (Item 16), Sources of 

information concerning career opportunities (Item 22), 

Laboratory manuals (completion or fill in blanks) (Item.24), 

Workbooks (Item 26), and Laboratory facilities (areas with 

tables, utilities, etc.) (Item 28). 

An examination of Table III revealed that the national 

science education specialists, college education teachers, 

and college science teachers were in agreement on Textbook 

"newer" curricula (PSSC, CHEI-i, CBA, BSCS) (Item 1). The 

high school science teachers placed less emphasis on this 

item than the three groups of authorities recommended. 

For Teacher manual to accompany textbook or textbooks 

(Item 4), four of the possible six groupings were in accord. 

The national science education specialists and college edu-

cation teachers appeared to recommend more emphasis than the 

college science teachers did for this item. 

A study of Table III revealed that the college education 

teachers recommended more emphasis on Curriculum guide (Item 5) 

than the high school science teachers placed on the item, and 

the national science education specialists and college education 

teachers recommended greater emphasis than the college science 
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teachers did. Three of the six groupings were in agreement 

on Item 5. 

The three groups of authorities—national science edu-

cation specialists, college education teachers, and college 

science teachers were in agreement on Programmed materials 

and/or teaching machines (Item 6). The high school teachers 

placed less emphasis on this item than the three groups of 

authorities recommended. 

As indicated in Table III, five of the six possible 

groupings were in agreement on Pictures and photographs 

(Item 9). The college education teachers recommended more 

emphasis than the high school teachers reported on this 

item. 

Three of the six possible groupings were in agreement 

o n Films (Item 10). The college education teachers and 

college science teachers recommended greater emphasis than 

the high school science teachers reported placing on films. 

The college education teachers recommended more emphasis 

than the national science education specialists recommended. 

A study of the data for Filmstrips (Item 11) in Table 

III indicates that four groupings were in agreement. The 

college education teachers recommended significantly greater 

emphasis than the college science teachers and more than the 

emphasis reported by the high school science teachers. 

The national science education specialists were in 

agreement with the college science teachers and the college 
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education teachers on Slides (Item 21). As evidenced by the 

significant t-ratios in Table III for Item 12, the three 

groups of authorities recommended greater emphasis than the 

high school science teachers reported on the use of slides. 

The college education teachers also recommended more emphasis 

than the college science teachers on this item. 

The two groupings which were in agreement on Disc or 

tape recordings (Item 13) in Table III were the high school 

science teachers and the college science teachers and the 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers. The national science education specialists and 

college education teachers recommended more emphasis than 

did the college science teachers and more than the high 

school science teachers reported placing on the use of disc 

or tape recordings. 

Four of the groupings were in agreement on Bulletin 

board displays (Item 14). The 

appeared to recommend more emp 

college science teachers and a 

science teachers reported for 

displays. 

On Newspapers, pamphlets, 

college education teachers 

hasis on Item 14 than the 

lso, more than the high school 

the use of bulletin board 

bulletins, etc. (Item 17)> 

four of the groupings were in accord. The college science 

teachers recommended significantly greater emphasis than the 

national science education specialists and the college edu-

cation teachers did on Item 17< 
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The high school science teachers and college science 

teachers were in agreement on Educational or commercial TV 

(Item 1$). Also, from the results presented in Table III 

for Item 1$, the national science education specialists were 

in agreement with the college education teachers and the 

college science teachers. The college education teachers 

recommended more emphasis than the college science teachers. 

The high school science teachers indicated less emphasis than 

the amount recommended by the national science education 

specialists and college education teachers. 

The high school science teachers and college science 

teachers were in agreement on Badio programs (Item 19). The 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers, who were in agreement, recommended greater emphasis 

on this item than the other two groups indicated. 

Similar results for Materials for overhead projectors 

(Item 20) were presented in Table III. The national science 

education specialists and college education teachers recom-

mended significantly greater emphasis than the college science 

teachers and more than the high school science teachers re-

ported for this item. 

Four of the six possible groupings were in agreement on 

Models, specimens, and mock-ups (Item 21). The college edu-

cation teachers recommended the greatest amount of emphasis 

on this item. 
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The national science education specialists were in 

agreement with college education teachers and college science 

teachers on Science museum (Item 23). The college education 

teachers recommended greater emphasis than the college science 

teachers, and all three groups of authorities recommended sig-

nificantly greater emphasis than the reported emphasis by the 

high school science teachers. 

The results presented in Table III indicated that the 

high school science teachers and college education teachers 

were in agreement on Laboratory manuals (open-end variety) 

(Item 25); also, the college education teachers and college 

science teachers were in agreement. The national science 

education specialists recommended the greatest amount of 

emphasis on this item. The college science teachers, also, 

recommended significantly greater emphasis than the high 

school teachers placed on the use of the open-end variety 

of laboratory manuals. 

The three groups cf authorities were in agreement on 

Laboratory manuals of "newer'7 curricula (CHEM, FSSC, GBA, 

BSCS) (Item. 27) indicated in Table III by the non-significant 

t-ratios for the three groupings. The authority groups recom-

mended significantly greater emphasis on Item 27 than the 

high school teachers reported. 

Four of the six possible groupings were in agreement on 

Laboratory supplies (chemicals, specimens, etc.) (Item 29). 
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The national science education specialists and college edu-

cation teachers recommended more emphasis on laboratory 

supplies than the high school science teachers reported 

having available in their schools. 

On Item 30, Section III in Table III, three of the 

groupings were in agreement. The national science education 

specialists and college education teachers recommended greater 

emphasis on Laboratory apparatus (large and small equipment) 

(Item 30) than the high school teachers reported having in 

their schools. The national specialists recommended more 

emphasis than the college science teachers did. 

The data for the last item of Section III of the 

questionnaire, Laboratory facilities, apparatus, and supplies 

as recommended for use with the t;newer1' curricula (CHEM, PSSC, 

BSCS, CBA) (Item 31)1 revealed that the three groups of 

authorities were in agreement and that they recommended sig-

nificantly greater emphasis than the high school science 

teachers reported placing on this practice in their schools. 

Findings Concerning Section IV: 

Content and Organization 

Section IV of the questionnaire dealt with the content 

of high school science courses and the organization of the 

content. A summary of the F-ratios and t~ratios for Section 

IV are presented in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 

SUMMARY FOR SECTION IV OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION 

Item 1 F 
Group 1 
and 

Group 2 

t 

1 6.14 3.41 
2 3.35 NS 
3 NS • • 

4 NS • • 

5 14.41 -3.30 
6 3.96 NS 
7 12.24 -2.36 
3 14.^6 -4.23 
9 NS • • 

10 10.12 -4.03 
11 6.3? -3.54 
12 NS « • 

13 4.34 -3.39 
14 7.65 NS 

4.45 NS 

Group 1 
and 

Group 3 

3.53 
NS • • 

-5*40 
NS 

-4.36 
-5.97 

-4*76 
NS 

•2^23 
•2. 4$ 
2.43 

Group 1 
and 

Group 4 

NS* 
3.01 

NS 
2.97 
NS 
NS 

-3 .*43 
NS 

NS 
2.35 , 
3-# I 

Group 2 
and 

Group 3 

NS 
NS 

NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 

NS 
2.05 

NS 
NS 
NS 

Group 2 
and 

Group 4 

•2.10 
NS 

3.34 
NS 

3.62 
3.00 

NS 
4.10 

20S 
2.75 
NS 

Group 3 
and 

Group 4 

*Not significant 

NS 
2.90 

5.36 
2 .$7 
5.23 
4.17 

NS 
2.71 » • 
NS 

4.66 
MS 

An examination of Table IV reveals that non-significant 

<y.-ratios were obtained for four items. They are as follows: 

Topical organisation (Item 3), Teacher planned units (Item 4), 

Controversial topics (evolution, etc.), and Integration of 

other sciences into the course (Item 12). The other items of 

Section IV of the questionnaire yielded significant F-ratios. 

5£S§Si2ation according to the organization of textbooks 

(Item 1), three of the six possible groupings were in agree-

ment——the high school science teachers with the college science 
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teachers, the national science education specialists with 

the college education teachers, and the college education 

teachers vdth the college science teachers. The high school 

science teachers and college science teachers placed sig-

nificantly greater emphasis on Item 1 than the national 

science education specialists and college education teachers 

recommended. 

Four groupings were in agreement on Unit organization 

(Item 2) as presented in Table IV. The high school science 

teachers placed more emphasis on Item 2 than the college 

science teachers recommended, and the college education 

teachers recommended significantly greater emphasis than the 

college science teacher did on unit organization. 

A study of Table IV indicates that the high school science 

teachers and college science teachers were in agreement on 

Teacher-student planned units (Item 5)> and the national 

science education specialists were in accord with the college 

education teachers. The national science education special-

ists and college education teachers recommended greater 

emphasis than the high school science teachers and college 

science teachers indicated. 

Four of the groupings were in agreement on Course 

organized around teacher selected problems (Item 6). As 

indicated by the data presented in Table IV, the high school 

science teachers placed more emphasis on Item 6 than the 
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college science teachers recommended, and the college edu-

cation teachers recommended greater emphasis than the college 

science teacher on course organized around teacher selected 

problems. 

On Course organized around student selected problems 

(Item 7), the high school science teachers and college 

science teachers were in accord. The national science edu-

cation specialists and college education teachers, who were 

in agreement, recommended significantly greater emphasis 

than the college science teachers and high school science 

teachers indicated. 

Similar results were obtained for Course based on 

Harvard Case Studies (Item g), as indicated in Table IV. The 

same groupings were in agreement, and again, the national -

science education specialists and college education teachers 

recommended more emphasis than the college science teachers 

and high school science teachers indicated. 

The three groups of authorities were in agreement on 

Organization according to one of the "newer" curricula (CHEI-i, 

PSSC, CBA, BSCS) (Item 10}. They recommended significantly 

greater emphasis than the high school science teachers re-

ported placing on this item. 

Additional examination of Table IV reveals that the high 

school science teachers and college science teachers and the 

high school science teachers and college education teachers 
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agreed on Depth studies (few areas studied in depth) (Item 11)• 

The national science education specialists appeared to recom-

mend the greatest amount of emphasis—more than the high school 

teachers indicated and more than the amount recommended by the 

college education teachers and college science teachers. The 

college education teachers recommended more emphasis on depth 

studies than the college science teachers did. 

Three of the six possible groupings were in agreement on 

Integration of mathematics into the course {Item 13). The 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers recommended greater emphasis than the high school 

science teachers reported. Also, the national science edu-

cation specialists recommended a greater amount of emphasis 

than the college science teachers did on Item 13. 

On Written lesson and/or unit plans (Item 14), the high 

school science teachers and national science education 

specialists were in accord, ana there was agreement between 

the national science education specialists and college edu-

cation teachers. The college education teachers recommended 

greater emphasis than the high school teachers indicated on 

Item H , but the high school science teachers placed more 

emphasis on written lesson and/or unit plans than the amount 

of emphasis recommended by the college science teachers. The 

national science specialists and college education teachers 

recommended greater emphasis than the college science teachers 

did. 



The three groups of authorities were in agreement on 

Specific but unwritten lesson and/or unit plans (Item 15), 

as indicated in Table IV by the non-significant t-ratios. 

Also, the high school teachers and the national science 

education specialists were in agreement. The college 

teachers of education and science recommended less emphasis 

than the high school science teachers reported placing on 

Item 15 of Section IV. 

Findings Concerning Section V: School Library 

Section V of the questionnaire concerned the use of the 

school library in the teaching of science. A summary of the 

results for Section V is presented in Table V. 

Five of the F-ratios computed for Section V were sig-

nificant at greater than the .05 level, indicating agreement 

among the four groups of respondents on these items. These 

were as follows: Students do library work at times other 

than class period (Item 2), Reports of library work are 

required (Item 3) > General class discussion of library work 

(Item 4)> Library work used as a means of developing concepts 

and understandings (Item 5), and Library work used as a means 

of acquiring factual knowledge {Item 7)• 

An examination of Table V reveals that the high school 

science teachers and college science teachers were in agree-

ment on Students work in the library during the regular class 
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period. (Item 1), and the national science education special-

ists and college education teachers were in accord. The 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers recommended significantly greater emphasis on this 

item than the high school science teachers and college science 

teachers indicated. 

TABLE V 

SUMMARY FOE SECTION V OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 

Group 1 Group 1 Group 1 Group 2 Group 2 Group 3 
Item • F and and and and and and Item • F 

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 3 Group 4 Group 4 
t t t t t t 

1 12. SO -4.39 

«—1 • 

i NS* NS 4.90 4.37 
2 NS • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3 NS • • • • • • • • • • • • 

4 MS • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5 NS • • • • • • 9 • • • * • 

6 3.01 NS NS NS NS 2.29 2.43 
7 NS * • 

• * * • • • • • * • 

*Not significant. 

Four of the six possible groupings were in agreement on 

Library work used as a means of developing research skills 

(Item 6). As indicated in Table V, the national science edu-

cation specialists and college education teachers recommended 

significantly greater emphasis on Item 6 than the college 

science teachers did. 
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Findings Concerning Section VI: 

Co-curricular Activities 

Section VI of the questionnaire was concerned with the 

amount of emphasis on co-curricular activities. A study of 

Table VI presenting the results for Section VI reveals that 

all the F-ratios were significant at greater than the .05 

level. 

TABLE VI 

SUMMARY FOR SECTION VI OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

Group 1 Group 1 Group 1 Group 2 Group 2 Group 3 
Item • F and and and and and and Item • 

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 3 Group 4 Group 4 
t t t t t t 

1 26.27 -4.97 -6.57 -6.62 NS* NS NS 
2 11.19 NS -5.75 -2.71 -2.66 NS 2.92 
3 22.71 -3.19 -6.12 -5.06 -2.79 NS 2.95 
4 17.07 -5.05 -5.91 -5.47 NS NS NS 
5 19.35 -4.15 -7.21 -5.14 NS NS NS 
6 36.51 -7.63 -9.13 -6.56 NS 2.73 2.46 
7 36.49 -7.74 -925 -4.62 NS 4.07 4.26 
6 30.67 -6.00 -7.74 -5.16 2.19 4.07 2.49 
9 17.57 -5.22 -6.25 -5.01 NS NS NS 

*Not significant 

As indicated in Table VI, the three groups of authorities-

the national science education specialists, college education 

teachers, and college science teachers were in agreement on 

An organized science club is available to students (Item 1); 

they all recommended greater emphasis than the high school 

science teachers reported on this item. 
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Cn Students participate in science fair (Item 2), the 

high school science teachers and the national science edu-

cation specialists, and the national science education 

specialists and college science teachers were in agreement. 

The data presented in Table VI indicate that the high 

school science teachers placed less emphasis on this item 

than the amount recommended by the college teachers of 

education and science, and also, the college education 

teachers recommended a greater amount of emphasis than the 

national science education specialists and college science 

teachers. 

Only the national science education specialists and 

college science teachers were in agreement on Students 

participate in the Science Talent Search {Item 3)• All three 

groups of authorities recommended greater emphasis than the 

high school science teachers indicated for this item. The 

college education teachers recommended greater emphasis 

than the other two groups of authorities. 

All three groups of authorities were in agreement on 

Students participate in summer programs for high school 

students on college campuses (Item 4). They recommended 

significantly greater emphasis on this item than the high 

school teachers reported. 

The three groups of authorities were in agreement cn 

Students participate in the Science Achievement Awards 
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(Item 5); as indicated by the non-significant t-ratios listed 

in Table VI. The authorities recommended significantly 

greater emphasis than the high school teachers indicated on 

Item 5• 

Only the national science education specialists and 

college education teachers were in accord on Summer programs 

in science provided in the local school (Item 6). All three 

authority groups recommended more emphasis on Item 6 than 

the high school science teachers reported, and the national 

science education specialists and college education teachers 

recommended greater emphasis than the college science teachers, 

Similar results are noted in Table VI for Science camps 

(Item 7)« The three groups of authorities recommended 

greater emphasis than the high school teachers indicated, and 

the national specialists and college education teachers recom-

mended more emphasis than the college science teachers did 

for this item. 

None of the six groupings were in agreement on Item 8, 

as indicated by t-ratios which were significant at greater 

than the .05 level. All three authority groups recommended 

greater emphasis on The Science Congress (Item £) than the 

high school science teachers indicated. The national science 

education specialists recommended more emphasis than the 

college teachers of education and science, and the college 

education teachers recommended greater emphasis than the 

college science teachers. 
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The three groups of authorities were in agreement on 

The Senior Seminar (meets at other than school time) (Item 9), 

as indicated in Table 71. The authorities recommended greater 

emphasis on Item 9 than the high school science teachers 

indicated were the practices in their schools. 

Findings Concerning Section VII: Evaluation 

A summary of the F-ratios and t-ratios for Section VII 

are presented in Table VII. The significant ratios at greater 

than the .05 level are listed, and the'non-significant ratios 

are indicated. 

An examination of Table VII indicates that six items in 

Section VII had non-significant F-ratios, indicating agree-

ment among all four groups of respondents. The items were 

as follows: Teacher-made tests (Item 1), Essay tests: Pre-

determined standards used to evaluate students (Item 13), 

Evaluation of studentsf library work (Item 16), and Evaluation 

(Item 17)• 

Four of the six possible groupings were in agreement on 

Standardized tests (Item 2). The college education teachers 

recommended more emphasis than the high school science teachers 

indicated, and the college education teachers recommended 

greater emphasis than the college science teachers did. 

The only grouping which was in accord on Departmental 

tests (Item 3) was the one composed of the college education 
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teachers and the college science teachers. The national 

science education specialists recommended greater emphasis 

on Item 3 than the college education teachers and college 

science teachers recommended. All three groups of 

authorities recommended more emphasis than the high school 

teachers reported placing on departmental tests. 

TABLE VII 

SUMMARY FOR SECTION VII OF QUESTIONNAIRE: 
EVALUATION 

Group 1, Group 1 Group 1 Group 2 Group 2 Group 3 

Item F and and and and and and Item 
Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 3 Group 4 Group 4 

t t t t t t 

1 NS* • • • t • # « • • « » • 
2 3.27 NS -2.80 NS NS NS 2.05 
3 16.97 -6.04 -5.21 -4.87 2.12 2.37 NS 
4 11.69 -3.37 -3.56 NS NS 4.39 4.86 
5 3.04 NS NS 2.19 NS NS 2.82 
6 NS * • « • • • • • • • - • * 

7 NS • • • * * • * • • • • # 8 8.59 -3.43 -3.89 NS NS 3.23 3.57 
9 5.13 - 2.85 -2.36 NS NS 3.11 2.70 

10 16.67 -3.47 NS 3.86 2.07 6.21 5.48 
11 16.11 -3.15 -4.07 2.36 NS 4.80 6.19 
12 8.13 NS NS 2.94 NS 3.85 4.31 
13 NS • • • # • • « • • 0 • • 
14 11.88 NS NS 4.44 NS 4.27 5.24 
15 3.67 NS NS 3.45 NS 3.83 4 + 4$ 
16 NS • # * • • • • • • • •« 
17 NS • • * * • * • • • • • * 
18 6.03 NS >2.18 NS NS 3.14 3.75 
19 14.55 5.00 5.71 2.60 NS -3.00 -3.00 
20 36.44 -7.36 -9.19 -3.24 NS 4.85 5.73 

*Not significant. 
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The high school science teachers and college science 

teachers were in agreement on Teacher-student made tests 

(Item 4). The national science education specialists and 

college education teachers recommended greater emphasis on 

Item 4 than the high school science teachers indicated; also, 

the national science education specialists and college edu-

cation teachers recommended more emphasis than the college 

science teachers did. 

On Objective tests (Item 5), four of the six possible 

groupings were in agreement, as indicated in Table VII. The 

high school science teachers placed greater emphasis on this 

item than the amount recommended by college science teachers; 
i 

also, the college education teachers recommended more emphasis 

than the college science teachers did. 

The high school science teachers and college science 

teachers were in agreement on Oral tests (Item $); also, the 

college education teachers and national science education 

specialists were in accord. The college education teachers 

and national science education specialists recommended more 

emphasis on Item S than the high school teachers indicated, 

and more than the college science teachers recommended on 

oral tests. 

Similar results for Open-book tests (Item 9) are shown 

in Table VII. The national science education specialists and 

college education teachers recommended more emphasis than the 
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high school science teachers and college science teachers 

indicated. 

Only the high school science teachers and the college 

education teachers were in agreement on Evaluation on the 

basis of student behavior in a variety of situations (Item 10). 

The national science education specialists recommended the 

greatest emphasis on Item 10—more than the high school 

teachers indicated, and more than the college education 

teachers and college science teachers recommended. The high 

school science teachers reported more emphasis than the 
i 

amount recommended by the college science teachers. The 

college education teachers recommended greater emphasis than 

the college science teachers did. 

The national science education specialists and the 

college science teachers were in agreement on Evaluation on 

the basis of studentsT self-evaluation (Item 11). The national 

science education specialists and college education teachers 

recommended more emphasis on Item 11 than the high school 

science teachers reported and more than recommended by the 

college science teachers. The high school science teachers 

indicated greater emphasis than the amount recommended by 

the college science teacher. 

The high school science teachers, college education 

teachers, and national science education specialists were 

in agreement on Evaluation based on course, unit and/or 
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lesson objectives (Item 12). All three of these groups indi-

cated greater emphasis than the college science teachers 

recommended. 

Similar results for Item 14 itfere indicated in Table VII. 

The high school science teachers reported greater emphasis 

and the college education teachers and national science edu-

cation specialists recommended greater emphasis than the 

college science teacher on Progi-ess (improvement) used for 

evaluating students (Item 14). 

On Students' potential used for evaluation purposes 

(Item 15), the high school science teachers, college education 

teachers and national science education specialists were in 

agreement. They all indicated greater emphasis on Item 15 

than the college science teachers did. 

A study of the ratios in Table VII for Performance test 

that requires the student to handle apparatus (Item 13), indi-

cates that three of the six possible groupings were in agree-

ment . The high school science teachers placed less emphasis 

on Item l£ than the college education teachers recommended, 

and the national science education specialists and college 

education teachers recommended more emphasis than the college 

science teachers did. 

Only the national science education specialists and 

college education teachers were in agreement on Student pro-

reported by letter or numerical grades only (Item 19)• 
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The high school science teachers reported greater emphasis 

on Item 19 than the three groups of authorities recommended* 

The college science teachers, also, placed more emphasis 011 

Item 19 than the college education teachers and the national 

science education specialists recommended. 

On Students progress reported by a reporting method other 

than letter or numerical grades (Item 20), the college edu-

cation teachers and the national science education were in 

agreement. The high school science teachers placed less 

emphasis on this item than the three groups of authorities 

recommended. The national science education specialists and 

college education teachers recommended more emphasis than the 

college science teachers did on Item 20. 

Summary of Findings for the Acceptance or 
Rejection of Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for this study indicated that there were 

differences in the emphasis placed by the high school science 

teachers and the national science education specialists, 

college science teachers, and college education teachers, and 

that there were differences in the emphasis recommended by any 

combination of two of the three groups of authorities. The 

hypotheses were accepted or rejected on the basis of the 

number of items with t-ratios which are significant at the 

.05 level. A majority of the total items must have sig-

nificant t-ratios for the acceptance of a hypothesis. 
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SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE 
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Group 1 
and 

Group 2 51 62 113 45.1# 54.9# 100?S 

Group 1 
and 

Group 3 63 52 113 54.0# 46 . 0# 100^ 

Group 1 
and 

Group 4 51 62 113 45.1# 54.9# 100^ 

Group 2 
and 

Group 3 11 102 113 9.7# 90.3# 10055 

Group 2 
and 

Group 4 42 71 113 37-2# 62. $# 100JS 

Group 3 
and 

Group 4 52 61 113 46.0# 54.0# 100$ 
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A summary of the number of items for each of the six 

possible groupings of the four groups of respondents which 

had significant t-ratios, non-significant t-ratios, and 

percentages of the total in each category is presented in 

Table VIII. If a grouping had better than 50 per cent of 

the total 113 items with significant t>-ratios, the hypothesis 

that there was a difference between the two groups was 

accepted. If a grouping had 50 per cent or less, the 

hypothesis was rejected. The percentage of the total items 

with non-significant t-ratios served as a measure of agree-

ment between the two groups. 

An examination of Table VII reveals that only one 

grouping had greater than 50 per cent of items with sig-

nificant t-ratios. The high school science teachers and 

the college education teachers had 54 per cent of the items 

which were significant at greater than the .05 level. The 

Hypothesis No. 3 was accepted. There was a significant dif-

ference between the practices reported by teachers of biology, 

chemistry, and physics in selected Texas high schools and the 

practices recommended by teachers of education in selected 

Texas colleges and universities. The remaining five 

hypotheses were rejected. 

The highest percentage of items with non-significant 

t-ratios, as noted in Table VIII, was for the national 

science education specialists and college education teachers 
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indicating the highest degree of agreement. The other 

grouping also had percentages above the 50 per cent level, 

except for the high school science teachers and college edu-

cation teachers who had 46 per cent of the items with non-

significant t-ratios. 

The Teaching Practices of the Sample 
of High School Science Teachers 

One of the purposes of this study was to determine the 

emphasis placed on various science teaching practices by a 

random sample of high school biology, chemistry, and physics 

teachers in selected Texas high schools. The thirty-five 

high school teachers were interviewed, using the question-

naire as a checklist. Their answers were recorded, tabulated, 

and computed. The mean scores obtained were used in rank 

ordering of the teaching practices, as shown in Table IX. 

The items are arranged in descending rank order. The maximum 

possible value was 4, and the minimum possible value was 1. 

The actual range of mean scores was from 3.86 to 1.00. 

TABLE IX 

RANK ORDER OF TEACHING PRACTICES OF THE 
SAMPLE OF HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS 

Section 
Item 

Number Item 
Mean 
Score 

YII 

YII 
rri 

19. 

1. 
7-

Students progress reported by 
or numerical grades only 

Teacher-made tests 
Chalkboard 

3 .£6 

3 .£0 
3.71 
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Item Mean 
Section Number Item Score 

I 3. Objectives that stress the 
development of understanding 
and concept development 

3.63 

II 1. Lecture-discussion 3.63 
I 5. Objectives that stress the 

development of critical 
3.54 

28. 
thinking 

III 28. Laboratory facilities {areas with 3.43 

6. 
tables, utilities, etc.) 

I 6. Objectives that stress learning 
information 

3.37 

I 4. Objectives that stress the 
development of scientific 
attitudes 

3.-34 

II 3. Demonstrations 3.34 
III 29. Laboratory supplies (chemicals, 

specimens, etc.) 
3.31 

III 30. Laboratory apparatus (large and 3.26 

II 
sma11 equipment) 

II 14. Activities which involve visual 3.23 

& » 

presentations by the teacher 
3.23 

III & » Wall charts, maps, graphs, etc. 
Organization according to the 

organization of textbooks 

3.23 
IV 1. 

Wall charts, maps, graphs, etc. 
Organization according to the 

organization of textbooks 
3.23 

I 2. Specific but unwritten course, 3.20 

IV 
unit, and lesson objectives 

Unit organization IV 2. 
unit, and lesson objectives 

Unit organization 3.20 
IV 6. Course organized around teacher 3.20 

II 
selected problems 

II 13. Activities which involve the stu- 3.17 
dents as listeners 

3.17 

IV 4. Teacher planned units 3.17 
III 3. Textbook or textbooks supple- 3.14 

VII 
mented by pertinent books 

3.14 

VII 17. Evaluation of students' 
laboratory work 

3.11 

II 20. Individual or small group 3.09 

VII 
laboratory work 

3.09 

VII 12. Evaluation based on course, unit 3.06 

II 
and/or lesson objectives 

II 4. Problem-solving approach 3.03 
III 16. Periodicals 3.03 
VII 7. Combination essay-objective 3.0 3 

tests 
3.0 3 
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Section 
Item 
Number Item 

Mean 
Score 

VII 
II 
II 
III 

III 

V 

VII 

II 
IV 

III 
V 

IV 

III 
III 
III 
I 

II 

I 

V 

V 

II 
IV 
II 
I 

III 

III 
IV 

5. Objective tests 
7. Homework assignments 
10. Reports by students 
4. Teacher manual to accompany text-

book or textbooks 
15. Reference books 
7. Library work used as a means of 

acquiring factual knowledge 
14. Progress (improvement) used for 

evaluating students 
16. Individual projects 
12. Integration of other sciences 

into the course 
21. Models, specimens, and mock-ups 
5. Library work used as a means of 

developing concepts and under-
standings 

15. Specific but unwritten lesson 
and/or unit plans 

9. Pictures and photographs 
10. Films 
11. Filmstrips 
9. Student participation in the 

formulation of objectives 
22. Written laboratory reports by 

students 
7. Objectives that stress the develop-

ment of research skills 
2. Students do library work at 

times other than class period 
3. Reports of library work are 

required 
8. Supervised study 

14. Written lesson and/or unit plans 
5. Inductive-deductive approach 
8. Objectives that stress the 

development of social skills 
17. Newspapers, pamphlets, bulletins, 

etc. 
5. Curriculum guide 

13. Integration of mathematics into 
the course 

3.00 
2.97 
2.97 
2.97 

2.97 
2.97 

2.97 

2.94 
2.94 

2.S9 
2. $6 

2.S6 

2.^3 
2 .£0 
2.77 
2.74 

2.74 

2.71 

2.71 

2.71 

2.69 
2.69 
2.65 
2.63 

2.63 

2.60 
2.60 
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Item Mean 
Section ' Number Item Score 

VII 15- Students' potential used for 
evaluation purposes 

2.60 

VII 10. Evaluation on the basis of 2.57 
student behavior in a 

2.57 

variety of situations 
VII 6. Essay tests 2.54 
VII I S . Performance test that requires 

the student to handle 
apparatus 

2.54 

I 1. Written course, •unit, and lesson 
objectives 

2 .51 

IV 3. Topical organization 2 .51 
IV 11. Depth studies (few areas studied 

in depth) 
2.43 

V 4 . General class discussion of 2.43 

-co 
i—1 

library xrork 
II 

-co 
i—1 Provisions for the academically 

talented student 
2.40 

II 21. Creative laboratory work of the 
Problem-solving type 

2.40 

III 20. Materials for overhead projectors 2.40 
III 22. Sources of information concern- 2.40 

16. 
ing career opportunities 

VII 16. Evaluation of students' library 
work 

2.40 

V 6 . Library work used as a means of 
developing research skills 

2.37 

IV 9 . Controversial topics (evolution, 
etc.) 

2 .34 

II 19. Provisions for the slow learner 2 .31 
VII 13. Predetermined standards used to 

evaluate students 
2.29 

II 17. Group projects 2.26 
III 14. Bulletin board displays 

Textbook of nnewer,; curricula 
{PSSC, CHE1-I, CBA, BSCS) 

2.23 
III 1. 

Bulletin board displays 
Textbook of nnewer,; curricula 

{PSSC, CHE1-I, CBA, BSCS) 
2.20 

III 24. Laboratory manuals (completion or 
fill in blanks) 

2.20 

III 25. Laboratory manuals (open-end 
variety) 

2.20 

III 2. A common textbook or textbooks 
for all students with no 
supplementary material 

2.14 

VII 2. Standardized tests 2.14 
II 9 . Field trips 2 .11 
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Section 
Item 

Number Item 
III 

Mean 
Score 

IV 

II 
II 
III 
II 

IV 

II 

VI 

VII 
III 

IV 
V 

VI 

VII 

III 
III 

III 
VII 
VII 
II 
VI 

III 

31. Laboratory facilities, apparatus, 2.06 
and supplies as recommended 
for use vdth the ,:newern 

curricula (CHEII, PSSC, BSCS. 
CBA) 

10. Organization according to one of 2.00 
the ''newer" curricula (CHEM, 
PSSC, BSCS, CBA) 

2. Case studies 1.97 
11. Resource persons 1.94 
12. Slides 1.94 
6. Student debates, panels, 1.91 

dramatization or role-playing 
7. Course organized around student 1.89 

selected problems 
12. Involvement of students in local l.&j 

community problems 
4. Students participate in simmer 1.80 

programs for high school 
students on college campuses 

9. Open-book tests 1.80 
27. Laboratory manuals of nnewerTT 1.77 

curricula (CHEM, PSSC, CBA. 
BSCS) 

5. Teacher-student planned units 1.77 
1. Students work in the library 1.74 

during the regular class 
period 

2. Students participate in science 1.71 
fair 

11. Evaluation on the basis of I .69 
students' self-evaluation 

26. Workbooks 1.66 
6. Programmed materials and/or I .63 

teaching machines 
18. Educational or commercial TV I .63 
8. Oral tests 1.63 
4. Teacher-student made tests 1.57 
15. Term paper written by students 1.57 
5. Students participate in the 1.57 

Science Achievement Awards 
13. Disc or tape recordings 1.54 
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Item Mean 
Section ' Number Item Score 

III 23. Science museum 1.49 
YI 1. An organized science club is 

available to students 
1.49 

VI 3- Students participate in the 
Science Talent Search 

1.40 

III 19. Radio programs 1.26 
VI 6. Summer programs in science pro-

vided in the local schools 
1.26 

VI 9. The Senior Seminar (meets at other 
than school time) 

1.23 

VII 20. Students progress reported by a 
reporting method other than 
letter or numerical grades 

1.14 

IV a . Course based on Harvard Case 
Studies 

1.11 

VII 3. Departmental tests l . o y 
VI 7. Science camps l.Ub 
VI s . The Science Congress 1.00 

An examination of Table IX reveals that twenty-eight 

of the 113 practices were in the 3»$6 to 3.00 mean score 

range, fifty-three iteras were in the 2.99 to 2.00 range, 

and thirty-two iteras were in the 1.99 to 1.00 range of 

scores. Five items of Section I: Objectives were in the 

3.86 to 3.00 range, and the other four items of Section I 

were in the 2.99 to 2.00 range of scores. The practices 

listed in Section II: Methods and Techniques of the 

questionnaire were arranged as follows: six items in the 

3.66 to 3.00 range, eleven items in 2.99 to 2.00 range, 

and five items in the 1.99 to 1.00 mean score range. The 

practices of Section III: Materials were arranged as follows 
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seven items were in the 3»S6 to 3.00 range, sixteen items 

were in the 2.99 to 2.00 range, and eight items were in the 

1.99 to 1.00 range of scores. Four items of Section IV: 

Content and Organization were in the 3.86 to 3.00 range, 

eight practices were in the 2.99 to 2.00 range, and three 

items were in the 1.99 to 1.00 range. None of the practices 

in Section V: School Library had a mean score in the 3.$6 

to 3.00 range; six of the items were in the 2.99 to 2.00 

range of scores, and one item was in the 1.99 to 1.00 range. 

All nine of the items in Section VI: Co-curricular Activities 

were in the lowest range of scores—1.99 to 1.00. The 

practices listed in Section VII: Evaluation in the question-

naire had mean scores in the following ranges: six items 

vrere in the 3.36 to 3.00 range, eight practices were in the 

2.99 to 2.00 range, and six items vrere in the 1.99 to 

range of mean scores. 

The results of the study of Table IX indicated that 

the high school science teachers placed the least emphasis 

on co-curricular activities and. use of the school library. 

The greatest amount of emphasis by sections was on objectives. 

Methods and techniques, materials, content and organisation, 

and evaluation sections of the questionnaire had items spread 

throughout the rank ordering of the teaching practices. 
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A Comparison of the Emphasis Placed by High School 
Science Teachers and the Emphasis Recommended 

By Three Groups of Authorities 

A review of the results of the treatment of the data 

for the items in all seven sections of the questionnaire 

revealed that the three groups of authorities recommended 

greater emphasis than the high school science teachers 

placed on certain practices. The high school science 

teachers reported greater emphasis on other practices than 

the authorities recommended. A summary of these findings 

is presented in this section. 

The teaching practices on which all three groups of 

authorities—national science education specialists, college 

education teachers, and college science teachers—recom-

mended greater emphasis than the high school teachers 

reported are as follows: 

1. Section II, Item 9: Field trips; 

2. Section II, Item 1&: Provisions for the academically 

talented student; 

3. Section II, Item 19: Provisions for the slow learner; 

4. Section II, Item 21: Creative laboratory work of 

the problem-solving type; 

5. Section III, Item 1: Textbook of "newer" curricula 

(PSSC, CHEM, CBA, BSCS}; 

6. Section III, Item 6: Programmed materials and/or 

teaching machines; 
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7. Section III, Item 12: Slides; 

8. Section III, Item 23: Science museum 

9. Section III, Item 31* Laboratory facilities, 

apparatus, and supplies as recommended for use with the 

"newer" curricula (CKEM, PSSC, BSCS); 

10. Section IV, Item 10: Organization according to 

one of the "newertT curricula (CHEK, PSSC, CBA, BSCS) ; 

11. Section VI, Item 1: An organized science club is 

available to students; 

12. Section VI, Item 3- Students participate in the 

Science Talent Search; 

13. Section VI, Item 4: Students participate in 

summer programs for high school students on college campuses; 

14. Section VI, Item 5= Students participate in Science 

Achievement Awards: 

15. Section VI, Item 6: Summer programs in science 

provided in the local school; 

16. Section VI, Item y: Science camps; 

17. Section VI, Item 8: The Science Congress; 

18. Section VI, Item 9: The Senior Seminar (meets at 

other than school time): 

19. Section VII, Item 3- Departmental tests; and 

20. Section VII, Item ZO: Students' progress reported 

by a reporting method other than letter or numerical grades. 

The following list contains the teaching practices on 

which any two of the three groups of authorities recommended 
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more emphasis than ohs hign schoox s cienc e teachers indi-

cated: 

1. Section Ii, Item L: Problem-solving approach; 

2. Section II, Item 5: Inductive-deductive approach; 

3. Section II, Item 11: Resource persons; 

4. Section II, Item 12: Involvement of students in 

local community problems; 

5. Section II, Item 15: Term paper written by-

students; 

6. Section III, Item k' Teacher manual to accompany 

textbooks or textbook; 

7. Section III, Item 10: Films; 

8. Section III, Item 13: Disc or tape recordings; 

9» Section III, Item l£: Educational or commercial TV; 

10. Section III, Item 19- P.adio Programs; 

11. Section III, Item 20: Materials for overhead 

projectors; 

12. Section III, Item 25: Laboratory manuals (open-

end variety); 

13 • Section III, Item 27: Laboratory manuals of "neifer,? 

curricula (CHEK, PSSC, CBA, BSCS); 

14« Section III, Item 29: Laboratory supplies (chemicals, 

specimens, etc.); 

15. Section III, Item 30: Laboratory apparatus (large 

and small equipment); 
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16. Section IV, Item 5: Teacher-student planned units; 

17* Section IV, Item 7: Course organized around 

student selected problems; 

1$. Section IV, Item Course based on Harvard Case 

Studies; 

19. Section IV, Item 13: Integration of mathematics 

into the course; 

20. Section V, Item 1: Students work in the library 

during the regular class period; 

21. Section VI, Item 2: Students participate in science 

fair; 

•22. Section VII, Item 4: Teacher-student made tests; 

23. Section VII, Item 8: Oral tests; 

24. Section VII, Item 9: Open-book tests; and 

25. Section VII, Item 11: Evaluation on the basis 

of students' self-evaluation. 

Only one of the three groups of authorities recommended 

greater emphasis than the high school teachers reported on 

the following practices: 

1. Section I, Item 1: Written course, unit, and 

lesson•objectives; 

2. Section II, Item 3: Demonstrations; 

3- Section II, Item 3: Supervised study; 

4. Section II, Item lo: Individual projects; 
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5. Section II, Item 3-7' Group projects; 

6. Section II, Item 20: Individual or small group 

laboratory work; 

7. Section III, Item 5: Curriculum guide; 

Section III, Item 9' Pictures and photographs; 

Filmstrips; 

Bulletin board displays; 

Models, specimens, and 

9. Section III, Item 11 

10. Section III, Item 14 

11. Section III, Item 21 

mock-ups; 

12. Section IV, Item 11: Depth studies (few areas 

studied in depth); 

13. Section IV, Item 14'- V/ritten lesson and/or unit 

plans; 

14. Section VII, Item 2: Standardized tests; 

15. Section VII, Item 10: Evaluation on the basis of 

student behavior in a variety of situations; and 

16. Section VII, Item IS: Performance test that 

requires the student to handle apparatus. 

The high school science teachers indicated greater 

emphasis than the three groups of authorities recommended 

on a number of practices. The following list contains the 

practices on which the high school teachers placed more 

emphasis than all three groups of authorities recommended: 

1. Section I, Item 2: Specific but unwritten course, 

unit, and lesson objectives; 
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2. Section II, Item 13: Activities which involve the 

students as listeners5 snd 

3. Section VII, Item 19: Students' progress reported 

by letter or numerical grades only. 

The high school science teachers placed greater emphasis 

than any two of the three authority groups recommended on the 

foil oiling practices: 

1. Section II, Item 1: Lecture-discussion; 

2. Section II, Item 10: Reports by students; and 

3. Section IV, Item 1: Organization according to 

the organization of textbooks. 

Only one of the three groups of authorities recommended 

less emphasis than the high school science teachers indi-

cated on the following practices: 

1. Section I, Item 6: Objectives that stress learning 

information; 

2. Section I, Item 7' Objectives that stress the 

.development of research skills; 

3. Section I, Item $: Objectives that stress the 

development of social skills; 

4. Section I, Item 9'- Student participation in the 

formulation of objectives; 

5. Section VII, Item 5: Objective tests; 

6. Section VII, Item 12: Evaluation based on course, 

unit and/or lesson objectives; 
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7. Section VII, Item 14: Progress (improvement) used, 

for evaluation purposes; and 

Section VII, Item 15: Students' potential used 

for evaluation purposes. 

These findings were used in the formulation of the 

conclusions and recommendations for this study, which are 

presented in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to determine the emphasis 

placed on various science teaching practices by a random 

sample of high school science teachers in a six-county area 

of North Central Texas and to compare the emphasis reported 

by the high school teachers with the emphasis recommended by 

three groups of authorities—-national science education 

specialists, college education teachers, and college science 

teachers. Also, the emphases recommended by the three groups 

of authorities were compared with each other. 

The instrument used in the study was constructed by 

surveying current books on secondary science teaching. The 

validity and reliability of the questionnaire of science 

teaching practices were established. The questionnaire was 

completed by the random samples of the three authority 

groups—twelve national science education specialists, thirty-

college teachers of professional education courses, and thirty 

college science teachers. The same questionnaire was used as 

an interview check sheet for a structured interview with 
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thirty-five randomly selected high school teachers of 

biology, chemistry, and physics. 

A simple analysis of variance was computed from the 

collected data to test the hypotheses that there were dif-

ferences between any of the four groups of respondents. Cf 

the 113 items in the questionnaire, eighty had F-ratios 

which were significant at greater than the .05 level, indi-

cating differences among the four groups. The t-technique 

was employed to determine the differences between the groups. 

Only one of the six possible groupings of the four groups of 

respondent had better than 50 per cent of the items with 

t-ratios which were significant at greater than the .05 

level. The hypothesis that stated that there was a difference 

in the emphasis reported by high school science teachers and 

the emphasis recommended by college teachers of education was 

accepted. The other five hypotheses were rejected. The 

national science education specialists and college education 

teachers had only 9.7 per cent of the items with significant 

t-ratios - which indicated close agreement between them. 

A rank ordering of the mean scores of the high school 

science teachers was made to determine which practices the 

high school science teachers had emphasized the most. The 

results indicated that the teachers placed great emphasis 

on the "grand objectives" of science education, and that 

most of the methods, materials, content and organization of 
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the content which had the highest mean scores were the 

so-called traditional or conventional practices. The 

section of the questionnaire which had the lowest mean 

scores was Section VI: Co~curricular activities; also, 

Section V: School Library received little emphasis. 

A comparison was made of the emphasis placed by high 

school science teachers and the emphasis recommended by the 

three groups of authorities of the items which had sig-

nificant t-ratios. The list of practices on which all three 

groups of authorities had recommended greater emphasis than 

the high school teachers reported contained twenty items— 

mostly from the sections of the questionnaire on methods, 

materials, and co-curricular activities. There were twenty-

five items for which two of the three authority groups had 

recommended more emphasis. They were primarily from the 

methods, materials, content and organization, and evaluation 

sections of the questionnaire. A list of sixteen items con-

tained the practices for which only one of the three groups 

recommended more emphasis than the high school teachers re-

ported. 

Lists were prepared of the practices on which the high 

school science teachers placed greater emphasis than the 

authorities recommended. Fourteen items were placed in the 

three lists. 
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Conclusions, implications, and recommendations were 

formulated on the basis of the findings in this study. 

Conclusions 

The results of the study lead to the following con-

clusions : 

1. The high school science teachers seemed to be 

influenced more by the professional educators in the area 

of objectives. 

2. The high school science teachers seemed to be 

influenced more by the college science teachers in the areas 

of methods and techniques, materials, content and organi-

zation, and school library. 

3. Perhaps as a result of their orientation in both 

education and science, the national science education 

specialists tended to recommend practices which fell in 

between those of the college education teachers and college 

science teachers. 

4. The three groups of authorities appeared not to 

have greatly influenced the high school science teachers in 

the area of co-curricular activities. 

5. The majority of the high school science teachers 

appeared not to be greatly influenced by current research 

and innovations in science education. 

6. College education teachers and college science 

teachers tended to emphasize different practices. 
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Implications and Becommendations for the 
Improvement of Science Teaching 

The findings indicated that the high school science 

teachers and the authorities disagreed on the amount of 

emphasis for seventy-five of the 113 science teaching 

practices considered in this study. These findings imply 

that many of the high school science teachers may need to 

change the placement of their emphasis on certain teaching 

practices. 

The following recommendations are made as suggestions 

for improving the teaching of science in the direction indi-

cated by three groups of authorities: 

1. In-service education should be provided for the 

high school science teachers to provide opportunities for 

them to become familiar with the "newer" curricula; methods 

and techniques, including problem-solving approach, inductive-

deductive approach; the new teaching aids, including pro-

grammed materials, materials for overhead projectors and many 

others; and many different means of evaluating students' 

progress. National Science Foundation institutes have helped 

to provide these opportunities for many teachers. These 

institutes, or similar experiences, need to be made available 

to more teachers, and the teachers should be strongly urged 

to attend such in-service education. 

2. Pre-service education could provide additional 

opportunities for future science teachers to "practice" using 
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the methods, materials, and other practices as recommended by 

the authorities. In addition to student teaching, these 

practices could be emphasized in science content courses, as 

well as in professional education courses and methods courses. 

3. Local school authorities should investigate ways 

to provide adequate facilities, equipment, and apparatus 

for science teaching. 

4. Provisions need to be made so that more time could 

be spent by teachers in the supervision of individual and 

group projects and encouraging student participation in co~ 

curricular activities, as recommended by the three groups of 

authorities. 

5. A variety of audio-visual materials and other teach-

ing aids should be more readily available to high school 

science teachers. 

6. Provisions should be made for meeting the needs of 

the academically talented student and for the slow learner. 

7. More emphasis should be placed on individual or 

small group laboratory work and creative laboratory work of 

the problem-solving type. 

8. Science education consultants should be readily 

available to the high school teacher who would like to 

use many of the recommended practices but does not quite 

know how. 

9. Provisions for better communication between college 

and high school teachers should be established in order to 
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provide information on current research and innovations to 

the high school science teachers and to keep the college 

teachers informed of actual classroom practices employed by 

the high school science teachers. 

10. Provisions for better communication between the 

college education teachers and college science teachers 

should be established for the benefit of their students— 

many of whom could be future high school science teachers. 

Perhaps many of these recommended services could be 

provided by the new regional media centers which are being 

established in Texas. Certainly, needed audio-visual 

materials and other teaching aids could be provided for the 

high school teachers in the area. In-service education in 

the use of the available materials should be conducted if 

the use of these materials is to be effective in the teaching 

of high school science. A science education consultant could 

be a member of the regional center staff ready to assist 

the individual high school science teacher. 

The colleges and universities in this six-county area 

could also provide many of the needed services. Faculty 

members could serve as consultants, and they could provide 

leadership for in-service education. Also, on-campus courses 

could be offered in the improvement of science teaching. The 

faculty could serve as resource persons to assist students with 

individual or group projects. 
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Inter-school visitation could be another means of 

acquainting high school science teachers with different 

methods and techniques. Several of the high schools in the 

area have exemplary science programs. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Further research in this area might be attempted to 

determine the effectiveness of all of the above mentioned 

suggestions for improving science teaching. Also, research 

on what influences the practices of the high school teachers 

to the greatest extent could include methods used by college 

teachers or by their high school and college teachers, course 

content in science courses taken, textbooks used in courses, 

and many others. 

Just as there are many methods of science teaching, 

there are also many methods that could be used to assist high 

school science teachers in the improvement of their teaching 

and the learning of their students. 



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF THE FIFTEEN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WHICH 

CERTIFIED THE LARGEST NUMBER OF 

SCIENCE TEACHERS, 1964-65 

Colleges ancl Universities No. of Teachers 

1. University of Texas 26 

2. Lamar State College 23 

3. University of Houston 23 

4. Texas A & K University 21 

5. Southwest Texas State College , 16 

6. East Texas State College 15 

7. Stephen F. Austin State College . . . . . . . 15 

8. North Texas State University ,14 

9. Texas Christian University 14 

10. Texas A & I College 14 

11. Abilene Christian College 12 

12. Texas Western College 12 

13. Sul Ross State College 11 

14. Texas Southern University 11 

15. Texas Technological College 11 

Taken from Report on Teacher Supply and Demand in Texas, 
Texas Education Agency, Austin, Texas, 19&57 
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APPENDIX B 

SCIENCE EDUCATION BOOKS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON SCIENCE TEACHING 

PRACTICES OF SECONDARY TEACHERS 

Barnard, J. Darrell, What Research Says to the Teacher: 
Teaching High School Science, National Education 
Association, Washington, D. C., 1956. 

Brandwein, Paul F., Fletcher G. Watson, and Paul E. Blackwood, 
Teaching; High School Science, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York, 1958. 

Fowler, H. Seymour, Secondary School Science Teaching 
Practices. The Center for Applied Research in Education, 
Inc., New York, 1964. 

Henry, Nelson B. (Ed.), Rethinking Science Education, The 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, I960. 

Lesser, Milton S., Successful Science Teaching, Teachers 
Practical Press, Inc., New York, 1961. 

Marshall, J. Stanley and Ernest Burkman, Current Trends in 
Science Education, The Center for Applied Research in 
Education, Inc., New York, 1966. 

National Science Teachers Association, Quality Science for 
Secondary Schools, National Science Teachers Association, 
Washington, D. C., I960. 

National Science Teachers Association, Science for the 
Academically Talented Student in the Secondary School, 
National Education Association, Washington, D. C., 1959. 

Nedelsky, Lee, Science Teaching and Testing, Harcourt, Brace 
& World, Inc., New York, 1965. 
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Richardson, John S., Science Teaching in Secondary Schools, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., anglewood Cliffs, Eew Jersey, 1957* 

Thurber, Walter A. and Alfred T. Collette, Teaching Science 
in Today's Secondary Schools, Allyn and Eacon, Inc., 
Boston, 1964* 

Vashton, Nathan S., Science Teaching in the Secondary School, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 19^1. 

T;/oodburn, John H. and Ellsworth S. Obourn, Teaching the Pursuit 
of Science, The Kacllillan Co., New York, 1965. 



APPENDIX C 

THE TEACHING PRACTICES OF HIGH SCHOOL 

SCIENCE TEACHERS 

Directions: 

In the right-hand column please circle the number which indi-
cates the degree of emphasis placed on each practice in the 
teaching of biology, chemistry, and/or physics. Use the 
scale listed below: 

4 — much emphasis 
3 — some emphasis 
2 — little emphasis 
1 — no eraphasis 

Section I. Objectives. 

1. Written course, unit, and lesson objectives . . 4 3 2 1 
2. Specific but unwritten course, unit, and 

lesson objectives 4 3 2 1 
3. Objectives that stress the development of 

understanding and concept development . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
4« Objectives that stress the development of 

scientific attitudes . 4 3 2 1 
5. Objectives that stress the development of 

critical thinking 4 3 2 1 
6. Objectives that stress learning information . . 4 3 2 1 
7. Objectives that stress the development of 

research skills 4 3 2 1 
6. Objectives that stress the development of 

social skills . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
9. Student participation in the formulation of 

objectives 4 3 2 1 

Section II. Methods and Techniques. 

1. Lecture-discussion 4 3 2 1 
2. Case studies 4 3 2 1 
3. Demonstrations 4 3 2 1 
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4. Problem solving approach. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
5; Inductive-deductive approach 4 3 2 1 
6. Student debates, panels, dramatization or 

role-playing 4 3 2 1 
7. Homework assignments 4 3 2 1 
3. Supervised study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
9. Fieldtrips 4 3 2 1 

10. Reports by students . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
11. Resource persons . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
12. Involvement of students in local comiaujaity 

problems 4 3 2 1 
13. Activities which involve the students as 

listeners 4 3 2 1 
14. Activities which involve visual presentations 

by teacher . , . . . 4 3 2 1 
15. Term paper written by students . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
16. Individual projects 4 3 2 1 
17. Group projects 4 3 2 1 
1$. Provisions for the academically talented 

student 4 3 2 1 
19. Provisions for the slew learner . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
20. Individual or small group laboratory work . . 4 3 2 1 
21. Creative laboratory work of the problera-

solving type . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
22. Written laboratory reports by students . . . . 4 3 2 1 

Section IV. Content and Organization. 

1. Organization according the organization of 
textbooks 

2. Unit organization 
3. Topical organization . . . . . 

*,4. Teacher planned units . . . . . . . . . . . 
5. Teacher-student planned units . . . . . . . 
6. Course organized around teacher selected 

problems . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7. Course organized around student selected 

problems 
8. Course based on Harvard Case Studies . . . . 
9. Controversial topics (evolution, etc.) . . . 

10. Organization according to one of the "newer* 
curricula (Chsra, PSSC, CBA, BSCS) 

11. Depth studies (few areas studied in depth) . 
12. Integration of other sciences into the course 
13. Integration of mathematics into the course . 
14. V/ritten lesson and/or unit plans . . . . . . 
15. Specific but unwritten lesson and/or unit 

plans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 
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Section V. School Library. 

1. Students work in the library during the 
regular class period . „ . 

2. Students do library work at times other 
than class period 

3. Reports of library work are required . . . 
4. General class discussion of library work . 
5. Library work used as a means of developing 

concepts and understandings . , 
6. Library work used as a means of developing 

research skills 
?. Library work used as a means of acquiring 

factual knowledge 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 

Section VI. Co-curricular Activities. 

1. An organized science club is available 
to students 4 3 2 1 

2. Students participate in science fair . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
3. Students participate in the Science Talent 

Search 4 3 2 1 
4. Students participate in summer programs for 

high school students on college campuses . . . 4 3 2 1 
5. Students participate in the Science 

Achievement Awards « . . . 4 3 2 1 
6. Summer programs in science provided in the 

local school 4 3 2 1 
7. Science camps 4 3 2 1 
fi. The Science Congress 4 3 2 1 
9. The Senior Seminar (meets at other than 

school time) 4 3 2 1 

Section VII. Evaluation. 

1. Teacher-made tests . . . , 
2. Standardized tests . . . . . . . . 
3. Departmental tests . . . , 
4. Teacher-student made tests 
5. Objective tests 
6. Essay tests . . . . 
7. Combination essay-objective tests . . . . . 
fi. Oral tests . . . , 
9. Open-book tests « . . . 
10. Evaluation on the basis of student behavior 

in a variety of situations . . . . . . . . . 
11. Evaluation on the basis of students' 

self-evaluation . . . 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

4 3 

CM 1 

4 3 2 

i—1 
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12. Evaluation based on course, unit and/or 
lesson objectives 4 3 2 1 

13. Predetermined standards used to evaluate 
students . . . . . 4 3 2 1 

14. Progress (improvement) used for 
evaluating students » . . . . 4 3 2 1 

15. Students' potential used for evaluation 
purposes 4 3 2 1 

16. Evaluation of studentsT library work . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
17. Evaluation of students1 laboratory work . . . . 4 3 2 1 
IB. Performance test that requires the student 

to handle apparatus 4 3 2 1 
19. Student progress reported by letter or 

numerical grades only . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 
20. Students progress reported by a reporting 

method other than letter or numerical 
grades . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 1 



APPENDIX D 

SAMPLE LETTER TO VALIDITY JUDGES 

You have been recommended as a secondary science education 
specialist by the National Science Teachers Association, and 
I would appreciate your help in establishing validity for the 
enclosed questionnaire. This questionnaire is being developed 
in connection with a doctoral study now in progress at North 
Texas State University. The questionnaire is concerned with 
the teaching practices employed by biology, chemistry, and 
physics teachers in selected Texas high schools. An attempt 
will be made to determine the degree of emphasis these 
teachers place on each practice included in the questionnaire. 

Would you please indicate whether you think each practice is 
valid for inclusion in the questionnaire, whether you think 
it is invalid, or whether you are unable to make a decision. 
Please feel free to make comments on any of the practices 
included or indicate any aspect of the teaching of high school 
science not covered in the questionnaire. Ho attempt is being 
made to determine the desirability of these practices. 

If possible, pdease return the completed questionnaire prior 
to April 5. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Edith M. Pewitt 

Dr. Robert C. Aden 
Associate Professor of Education 
Chairman, Doctoral Committee 

EMP:pw 

Enclosure 
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APPENDIX E 

SAMPLE OF LETTER USED IN 

RELIABILITY STUDY 

lour help is requested in establishing reliability of a 
questionnaire concerning the teaching practices of high 
school teachers of biology, chemistry, and physics. This 
questionnaire has been designed as part of a doctoral study 
in progress at North Texas State University. It will be 
used both as a questionnaire and interview check-sheet in 
a survey of a sampling of high school science teachers in 
Texas to determine the degree of emphasis these teachers 
place on the practices in the teaching of biology, chemistry, 
and/or physics. No attempt is being made to determine the 
desirability of the practices. This study is interested 
only in the degree of emphasis placed on each practice. 

In the right-hand column please circle the number which 
indicates the degree of emphasis you place on each practice 
in the teaching of biology, chemistry, and/or physics. Use 
the scale listed below. 

4 — much emphasis 
3 — some emphasis 
2 — little emphasis 
1 — no emphasis 

Thank you for your cooperation. Please sign your name in the 
space provided below. 

Sincerely, 

Edith K. Pewitt 



APPENDIX F 

SAMPLE LETTER SENT TO THE THHES 

GROUPS OF AUTHORITIES 

lou have been selected in a random sampling of college and 
university professors of biology, chemistry., and physics 
from the fifteen colleges and universities which certified 
the largest number of secondary science teachers. I would 
appreciate your help in a study of the teaching practices 
of high school science teachers. Will yon please respond 
to the enclosed questionnaire by indicating the degree of 
emphasis you believe that high school teachers should place 
or each indicated practice in the teaching of high school 
science? 

The questionnaire has been developed as a part of a doctoral 
study in progress at North Texas State University and is 
being used to survey a sampling of science teachers in 
selected Texas high schools to obtain the degree of emphasis 
the teachers place on the practices in their teaching. The 
responses of the teachers will be studied in light of the 
responses of the college and university professors of 
science. 

If possible, please return the completed questionnaire prior 
to May 25. Thank you for your cooperation.. 

Sincerely, 

Edith K. Pewitt 

Dr. Robert C. Aden 
Associate Professor of Education 
Chairman, Doctoral Committee 

BMP:pw 

Enclosures 
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APPENDIX G 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DATA 

Item No. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Section I: Objectives 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

26.0420 
94.1262 
120.1633 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

£.6306 
.9133 

F 

Level 

9.4990 

Item No. 2 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

26.5976 
96.1500 
122.7476 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

s 3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.8658 
.9334 

F 

Level 

9.4975 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum. 
Squares 

3.5470 
51.2331 
54.7651 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1-1323 
.4974 

F 

Level 

2.3767 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

3.2432 
47.4353 
50.7290 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.0310 
.4610 

F 

Level 

2.3449 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.0109 
32.4191 
34.4300 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estisaate 

.6703 
-3147 

Level 

2.1296 

Item No. 6 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.9672 
53.0048 
53.9720 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.9890 
.5146 

Level 

3.$651 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

13.7̂ 00 
SO.892s 
94.6729 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4-5933 
.7353 

F 

Level 

5.3436 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 8 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

16.6633 
72.8561 
39.5514 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Tariance 
Estimate 

5.5544 
,7076 

F 
Level 

7.2491 

Item No. 9 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

21.3416 
99.2190 
120.5607 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Tariance 
Estimate 

7.1133 
.9632 

F 
Level 

7.3349 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 2.5142 .9963 2.9166 1.0374 -1.2532 
2 3.2000 .9196 2.0333 .9537 3.4549 
3 3.6235 .5390 4.C000 .0000 -1.5742 
k 3.3423 .7143 3.3333 .3726 -2.1593 

• 5 3.5423 .6020 4.0000 .0000 -2.4353 
6 3.3714 .6797 3.0000 .5773 1.5477 
7 2.7142 .9432 3.0333 -9537 —1.2443 
3 2.6235 .7959 2.5333 .9537 .1607 
9 2.7423 .9955 2.3333 .3975 - .2755 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
9 

OBS - 35. 

Mean 

2.5142 
3.2000 
3.6235 
3.3423 
3.5428 
3.3714 
2.7142 
2.6235 
2.7423 

Standard 
Deviation 

.9963 

.9196 

.5390 

.7143 

.6020 

.6797 

.9432 

.7959 

.9955 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

Mean 

3.6333 
2.3333 
3.7333 
3.6333 
3.7333 
3.3333 
3.1333 
2.5000 
2.9000 

OBS = 30. 

Standard 
Deviation 

.5467 
1.0110 
.5120 
,6046 
.6793 
.5374 
-6132 
.7637 
.3693 

Fisher 
t 

•4.7043 
3.6052 
• .5969 
-1.7194 
•1.3645 
.2134 

•1.9004 
.6142 

- .6435 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. . 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 2.5142 .9963 2.5000 1.1130 .0600 
2 3.2000 .9196 2.0333 .9122 4.3532 
3 3.6235 .5390 3.4000 1.0519 1.3025 
4 3.3423 .7143 3.3666 .7520 - .1409 
5 . 3.5423 .6020 3.7333 .4422 -1.3645 
6 3.3714 .6797 2.3333 .3975 3.0147 
7 2.7142 .9432 2.2333 .9551 2.1312 
3 2.6235 .7959 1.7000 .3621 4.4365 
9 2.7423 .9955 1.3333 1.0354 3.7245 
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Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

OBS = 12. 

Mean 

2.9166 
2.0833 
4.0000 
3.8333 
4.0000 
3.0000 
3.0833 
2.5833 
2.8333 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.0374 
.9537 
.0000 
.3726 
.0000 
.5773 
.9537 
.9537 
.8975 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS - 30. 

Mean 

3.6333 
2.3333 
3.7333 
3.6333 
3.7333 
3.3333 
3.1333 
2.5000 
2.9000 

Standard 
Deviation 

- 5467 
1.0110 
.5120 
.6046 
.6798 
-5374 
.6182 
.7637 
.8698 

Fisher 
t_ 

-2.1948 
- .7575 
1.1069 
.8623 

1.3915 
-1.3603 
- .1651 

.2900 
- .1988 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

OBS = 12. 

Mean 

2.9166 
2.0833 
4.0000 
3.8333 
4.0000 
3.0000 
3.0833 
2.5833 
2.8333 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.0374 
.9537 
.0000 
.3726 
.0000 
.5773 
.9537 
.9537 
.8975 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Mean 

2.5000 
2.0333 
3.4000 
3.3666 
3.7333 
2.8333 
2.2333 
1.7000 
1.8333 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.1180 
.9122 

1,0519 
„7520 
.4422 
-.8975 
.9551 
,8621 

1,0354 

Fisher 
t 

1.2760 
.1515 

2.4905 
2.0121 
1.3915 
.6801 

2.8080 
3.0742 
2.9829 
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Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

Item 

OBS - 30. 

Standard 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 3.6333 .5467 2.5000 1.1180 4.5916 
2 2.3333 1.0110 2.0333 .9122 1.2025 
3 3.7333 .5120 3.4000 1.0519 1.8304 
4 3.6333 .6046 3.3666 .7520 1.5210 
5 3.7333 .679S 3.7333 ,4422 .0000 
6 3.3333 .5374 2.8333 .8975 2.6994 
7 3.1333 .6182 2.2333 *9551 3.9332 
8 2.5000 .7637 1.7000 „£621 3.6832 
9 2.9000 .8698 1.8333 1-0354 4.2091 

Section II: Methods and Techniques 

of Variance 

Item Ko. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Suit! 
Squares 

12.3350 
44.9548 
57.289# 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4.1116 
.4364 

F 

Level 

9.4206 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Ko. 2 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.7277 
86.1881 
88.915& 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.9092 

.S3 67 

F 

Level 

1.0366 
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Item Ho. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sinn 
Squares 

4.6211 
40.5191 
45.1402 

of Variance 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.5403 
.3933 

F 

Level 

3.9156 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

S\im 
Squares 

11.4149 
50.304^ 
61.7197 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.8049 
. 4 8 8 3 

F 

Level 

7.7907 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

11.6445 
63.3191 
75.6636 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.9481 
.6196 

F 

Level 

6.3720 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 6 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

4.8043 
94.0928 
93.8972 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.6014 
.9135 

F 

Level 

1.7530 
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Item Ho. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Slim 
Squares 

2.671S 
70.3047 
73.4766 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.3906 

.6374 

F 

Level 

1.2955 

Item Mo. 3 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

14.0629 
34.7595 
93.3224 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4.6376 
.3229 

F 

Level 

5.6964 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 9 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

13.7152 
76.3595 
90.0747 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4.5717 
.7413 

F 

Level 

6.1667 

Item No. 10 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.0251 
63.4047 
63.4299 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.6750 
.6155 

F 

Level 

2.7210 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 11 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

22.7854 
85.1023 

107.8878 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

7.5951 
.8262 

F 

Level 

9.1924 

Analysis of Yariance 

Item No. 12 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

27.9637 
83.4381 

111.4018 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

9.3212 
.8100 

F 

Level 

11.5066 

Analysis of Yariance 

Item No. 13 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

9.1374 
70.0214 
79.1588 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

3.0458 
.6798 

F 

Level 

4.4803 

Item No. 14 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

1.5325 
51.8881 
53.4206 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

.5108 

.5037 

F 
Level 

1.0140 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 15 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Suns 
Squares 

9.5273 
61.53*1 
71.0654 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.1757 
.5974 

F 

Level 

5.3154 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Ho. 16 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

8.5216 
60.4691 
68.9907 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.6405 
,5*70 

F 
Level 

4 . 8 3 8 4 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 17 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

15.420S 
70.4&57 
35.9065 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.1402 
.6843 

F 

Level 

7.5114 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Ho. 18 

Source 

Betxtfeen 
Within 
Total 

Sunt 
Squares 

32.2719 
62.7001 
94.9720 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

10.7573 
.6087 

F 

Level 

17.6714 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 19 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

21.0663 
79.1762 
100.2430 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

7.0222 
.7637 

F 

.Level 

9.1352 

Item No. 20 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.8086 
65.7429 
71.5515 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.9362 
.6382 

F 

Level 

3.0334 

Item No. 21 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

31.2004 
7S.6501 
109.8505 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

10.4001 
.7635 

F 

Level 

13.6199 

Item No. 22 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.5445 
79.1191 
$1.6636 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.84^1 

.7681 

F 

Level 

1.1041 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

;era 
iiber Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher 
t 

1 3.6235 .5390 2.7500 .7216 3.9754 

2 1.9714 .9705 2.2500 .7216 - .9103 

3 3.3428 .6298 2.8333 .6871 2.4284 

4 3.0285 .8446 4.0000 .0000 -4.1552 

5 2.6571 .7537 3.6666 .4714 -3 .8338 

6 1.9142 1.1050 2.0833 .7592 - .5287 

7 2.9714 .8446 2.8333 .6371 .4978 

3 2.6857 .9187 2.7500 .,9242 - .2118 

9 2.1142 .9187 3.0833 .7592 -3.3644 

10 2.9714 .7740 2.3333 .7453 2.4311 

11 1.9428 .9544 2.7500 -9242 -2.6544 

12 1.8285 .9705 2.6666 .9428 -2.7835 

13 3.1714 .7362 2.4166 .8620 2.7364 

14 3.2285 .6363 2.9166 .4930 1.3136 

15 1.5714 .8713 1.6666 .7453 - .3683 

16 2.9428 .6737 2.9166 1.0374 .1021 

17 2.2571 .8731 2.6666 .7453 -1 .4798 

18 2.4000 1.0198 3.6666 .4714 -4 .8531 

19 2.3142 .9789 3.3333 .7453 -3 .4744 

20 3.0857 .9963 3.8333 .3726 -2.7973 

21 2.4000 .9319 3.9166 .2763 -5 .1884 

22 2.7428 1.1043 3.0000 .7071 - .8770 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

* i 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher 
t 

1 3.6235 .5390 3.0666 .8137 3.4184 

2 1.9714 .9705 2.2000 .7916 -1.0042 

3 3.3423 .6298 3.5000 .5627 -1.0069 

4 3.0285 .8446 3.6666 .5962 -3.6697 

5 2.6571 .7537 3.3000 .8225 -3.2824 

6 1.9142 1.1050 2.0333 .9326 - .5006 

7 2.9714 . 8446 2.5666 .7156 1.9621 

8 2.6857 .9187 3.1666 .6371 -2.1309 

9 2.1142 .918? 2.9000 

O
 

O
 

O
 

C 1** m -3 .6676 

10 2.9714 .7740 2.7000 .5859 1.3904 

11 1.9428 .9544 2.9666 .7520 -4.5269 

12 1.8285 .9705 2.7000 .8621 -3.8914 

1 3 3.1714 .7362 2.6666 .6992 2.4605 

14 3.2285 .6363 3.2000 .6000 .1617 

15 1.5714 .8713 2.3000 .5859 -3.7884 

16 2.9428 .6737 3.4333 .6155 -2.5723 

17 2.2571 .8731 3 .1666 .6871 -4.4139 

IS 2.4000 1.0193 3.6666 .5374 -6.5250 

19 2.3142 .9789 3.3666 .7063 —4.8242 

20 3.0857 .9963 3 .4666 .5617 -1.9164 

21 2.4000 .9319 3.5333 .6699 -5.2127 

22 2.7428 1.1043 3.1333 .5617 -1.7906 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS - 35. 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS - 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Mean 

Standard 
Deviat ion 

Fisher 
t 

1 3.6235 .5390 3.6666 .5374 - .2317 

2 1.9714 .9705 1.3333 .9639 .6067 

3 3.3423 .6293 3.1333 .6132 1.3426 

4 3.0235 . 344t» 3.3333 ,6992 -1.7527 

5 2.6571 .7537 3.0333 .3359 -1.9203 

6 1.9142 1.1050 1.5333 .7130 1.6019 

7 2.9714 .344-6 2.3000 .9092 .3310 

a 2.6357 .9137 2.2000 1.0132 2.1520 

9 2.1142 .9137 2.6000 .9165 -2.2672 

10 2.9714 .7740 2.5333 .9213 2.2442 

11 1.9423 .9544 2.0000 -9309 - .2526 

12 1.3235 .9705 1.5000 .7637 1.4672 

13 3.1714 .7362 2.5333 .9563 3.1104 

14 3.2235 .6363 3.0000 „3944 1.2943 

15 1.5714 .3713 2.0000 .7745 -2.2234 

16 2.9423 .6737 2.7000 .3225 1.2739 

17 2.2571 .3731 2.3666 .3749 - .5321 

13 2.4000 1.0193 3.3666 .7063 -4.9796 

19 2.3142 .9739 3.0000 ,3944 -4.9796 

20 3.0357 .9963 3 .2666 .3137 - .9103 

21 2.4000 .9319 2.9333 1.0624 -2.4530 

22 2.7423 1.1043 2 .9666 -3359 -1.0263 
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Group 2 

National Science 
Education S p e c i a l i s t s 

OBS = 12. 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS » 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher 
t 

1 2.7500 .7216 3.0666 .3137 -1.4033 

2 2.2500 .7216 2.2000 .7916 .1600 

3 2.£333 .6371 3.5000 ,5627 -3.1113 

4 4.0000 .0000 3.6666 .5962 1.3964 

5 3.6666 .4714 3.3000 -3225 1.3637 

6 2.0333 .7592 2,0333 .9326 .1531 

7 2.3333 .6371 2.5666 .7156 .9416 

3 2.7500 .9242 3.1666 .6371 -1.3447 

9 3.0333 .7592 2.9000 -7000 .6233 

10 2.3333 .7453 2.7000 .5359 -1.3632 

11 2.7500 .9242 2.9666 .7520 - .6973 

12 2.6666 .9423 2.7000 .3621 - .1034 

13 2.4166 .3620 2.6666 .6992 - .3377 

14 2.9166 .4930 3.2000 .6000 -1.1637 

15 1.6666 .7453 2.3000 .5359 -2.3933 

16 2.9166 1.0374 3.4333 -6155 -1.9741 

17 2.6666 .7453 3.1666 .6371 -1.7695 

IS 3.6666 .4714 3.6666 -5374 .0000 

19 3.3333 .7453 3 .3666 .7063 - .1113 

20 3.3333 .3726 3.4666 .5617 1.3436 

21 3.9166 .2763 3.5333 .6699 1.2343 

22 3.0000 .7071 3.1333 .5617 - .4453 
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Item 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Spec i a l i s t s 

OBS = 12. 

Standard 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS «= 30. 

Standard Fisher 
amber Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 2.7500 .7216 3.6666 .5374 -4.0622 

2 2.2500 .7216 1.3333 .9639 1.3335 

3 2.3333 .6371 3.1333 .6132 -1.4003 

4 4.0000 .0000 3.3333 .6992 2.7923 

5 3 .6666 .4714 3.0333 .3359 2.3556 

6 2.0333 .7592 1.5333 ..7130 1.6347 

7 2.3333 .6371 2.3000 »9092 .1177 

3 2.7500 .9242 2.2000 1.0132 1.7750 

9 3.0333 .7592 2.6000 .9165 1.6434 

10 2.3333 .7453 2.5333 ,9213 - .7463 

11 2.7500 .9242 2.0000 .9309 2.4156 

12 2.6666 .9423 1.5000 .7637 3.7949 

13 2.4166 .3620 2.5333 .9563 - .4142 

14 2.9166 .4930 3.0000 „ 3944 - .3437 

15 1.6666 .7453 2.0000 .7745 -1.2625 

16 2.9166 1.0374 2.7000 ,3225 .3273 

17 2.6666 .7453 2.3666 .3749 1.0617 

13 3.6666 ,4714 3.3666 .7063 1.1257 

19 3.3333 .7453 3.0000 .3944 1.1130 

20 3.3333 .3726 3.2666 ,3137 2.0765 

21 3.9166 .2763 2.9333 1.0624 3.2945 

22 3.0000 .7071 2.9666 .3359 .1113 
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Item 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS « 30. 

Standard 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS « 30. 

Standard F isher 
jmber Mean Deviation Mean Deviat ion. t 

1 3.0666 .8137 3.6666 .5374 -3.5174 

2 2.2000 .7916 1.8333 .9689 1.5524 

3 3.5000 .5627 3.1333 .6182 2.2641 

4 3.6666 .5962 3.3333 -6992 1.8473 

5 3.3000 .8225 3.0333 -8359 1.3120 

6 2.0333 .9826 1.5333 .7180 2.0260 

7 2.5666 .7156 2.8000 .9092 -1.0899 

8 3.1666 .6871 2.2000 1.0132 4.1271 

9 2.9000 .7000 2.6000 .9165 1.3494 

10 2.7000 .5859 2.5333 .9213 .8227 

11 2.9666 .7520 2.0000 -9309 4.1187 

12 2.7000 .8621 1.5000 .7637 5.1637 

13 2.6666 .6992 2.5333 .9568 .6263 

14 3.2000 .6000 3.0000 .8944 1.0913 

15 2.3000 .5859 2.0000 -7745 1.5031 

16 3.4333 .6155 2.7000 .8225 3.7067 

17 3.1666 .6871 2.3666 .8749 3.7454 

18 3.6666 .5374 3.3666 .7063 1.4891 

19 3.3666 .7063 3.0000 .8944 1.6197 

20 3.4666 .5617 3.2666 .8137 .9695 

21 3.5333 .6699 2.9333 1.0624 2.6592 

22 3.1333 .5617 2.9666 .8359 .7364 
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Item No. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Section III: Jlaterials 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

36.6293 
105.3334 
141.9627 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

12.2097 
1.0226 

F 

Level 

11.9392 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 2 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3-3139 
102.9523 
106.7663 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.2713 
.9995 

F 

Level, 

1.2719 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

SUH 
Squares 

.6076 
70.3691 
71.4767 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

,.2025 
.6330 

F 
Level 

.2943 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

7.2310 
100.5331 
107.3692 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.4270 
.9765 

F 

Level 

2.4352 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

13.5735 
105.3000 
113.3735 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4.5261 
1.0223 

F 

Level 

4.4273 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 6 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

16.1467 
90.0214 
106.1632 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.3322 
.^739 

F 

Level 

6.1532 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.6911 
62.7762 
66.4673 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.2303 
.6094 

F 

Level 

2.0137 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.0954 
63.5215 
66.6169 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.0313 
.6167 

F 

Level 

1.6730 



Item 9 

Analysis of Variance 
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Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

SUBS 

Squares 

4.4573 
67.504S 
71.9627 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.4359 
-6553 

F 

Level 

2.2672 

Item 10 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

9.0305 
53.3667 
62.3972 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yarianc e 
Estimate 

3.0101 
.5229 

F 

Level 

5.7553 

Item 11 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

9.1353 
79.3043 
33.9907 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.0619 
.7743 

2 

Level 

3.9519 

Item 12 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

39.1533 
37.5190 
126.6729 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

13.0512 
.3496 

F 

Level 

15.3593 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 13 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

21.1382 
81.8523 

102.9906 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

7.0460 
.7946 

F 

Level 

8.8665 

Item Ho. 14 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

15.6695 
82.5547 
98.2243 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.2231 
.8015 

F 

Level 

6.5167 

Item No. 15 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.6788 
56.9381 
60.6169 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.2262 
.5527 

F 

Level 

2.2182 

Item No. 16 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.6373 
69.9048 
72.5421 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Tax'iance 
Estimate 

.8791 

.6786 

F 

Level 

1.2952 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 17 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

9.3843 
S3.4381 
92.8224 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.1281 
.8100 

F 

Level 

3.8614 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 18 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

18.8715 
81.3714 
100.2430 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

6.2905 
.7900 

F 

Level 

7.9625 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 19 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

20.3663 
65.6523 
86.0187 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

6.7887 
.6374 

F 

Level 

10.6506 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 20 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

24.7518 
88.6500 
113.4019 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

8.2506 
.8606 

F 

Level 

9.5861 



Item Ho. 21 

Analysis of Variance 
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Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

9.9907 
7$.6262 
83.6169 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3«3302 
.7633 

F 

Level 

4.3625 

Item No. 22 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Square s 

5.3724 
32.9500 
33.3224 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.9574 
.3053 

F 

Level 

2.4306 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 23 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

37.2306 
65.9095 
103.1401 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

12.4102 
.6393 

F 

Level 

19.3940 

Item No. 24 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within• 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

4.9420 
109.6000 
114.5420 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

1.6473 
1.0640 

F 

Level 

1.5431 



Item No. 25 

Analysis of Variance 
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Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

19.9056 
110.3000 
130.2056 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

6.6352 
1,0705 

F 

Level 

6.1960 

Item Ko. 26 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Slim 
Squares 

4.7630 
96.3023 

101.0654 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.5376 
.9349 

F 

Level 

1.6980 

Item Ko. 27 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Siom 
Squares 

47.8751 
96.5547 
144.4299 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Bstimate 

15.9583 
.9374 

F 

Level 

17.0236 

Item No. 28 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.1926 
46.3215 
49.5141 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimat e 

1.0642 
.4497 

F 

Level 

2.3663 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 29 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.6289 
56.7263 
62.3552 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.S763 
.5507 

F 

Level 

3.4063 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 30 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

6.3558 
50.3358 
56.6916 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.1186 
.4886 

F 

Level 

4.3352 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 31 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

48.9769 
98.9358 
147.9627 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 

Variance 
Estimate 

16.3256 
.9610 

F 

Level 

16.9876 
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Group 1 Group 2 

High School 
Science Teachers 

National Science 
Education S p e c i a l i s t s 

OBS = 35. OBS = 12. 

Item Standard Standard F i s h e r 
Number Mean Deviat ion Kean Deviat ion t 

1 2.2000 1.3049 3.3333 .8498 -3 .3501 
2 2.1428 1.1248 1.5000 » 6454 1.9221 
3 3.1428 .8329 3.0833 ,6400 .2145 
4 2.9714 1.1080 3.2500 .7216 - .8426 
5 2.6000 1.1513 3.1666 .6871 -1.6753 
6 1.6285 1.0165 2.5833 „ 64OO -3.0529 
7 3.7142 .4517 3.3333 .6236 1.4587 
8 3.2285 .7959 3.0833 ,4930 .5528 
9 2.8285 .9406 3.0000 .4082 - .6330 

10 2.8000 .8880 3.0000 -5773 - .8267 
11 2.7714 1.0165 3.0000 . 8164 - .7762 
12 1.9428 1.1449 3.0000 ,8164 -3 .4282 
13 1.5428 .8050 2.5000 -8660 -3 .2096 
14 2.2285 .8310 2.7500 .7216 -1 .7410 
15 2.9714 .9098 3.5000 • 5000 -2 .1251 
16 3.0285 .7362 3.3333 .6236 -1 .1058 
17 2.6285 .8647 3.0000 .8164 -1 .2336 
IS 1.6285 .8971 2.3333 .8498 -2 .3702 
19 1.2571 .6477 2.3333 .8498 -4.0295 
20 2.4000 1.1006 3.4166 .4930 -3 .2759 
21 2.8857 .9789 3.2500 .8291 -1.2463 
22 2.4000 1.0474 2.7500 .5951 -1 .1658 
23 1.4857 .6033 2.5000 .6454 -3 .7903 
24 2.2000 1.2603 1.6666 -7453 1.5455 
25 - 2.2000 1.2603 3.6666 .4714 -4 .2368 
26 1.6571 1.0675 1.9166 -9537 - .8023 
27 1.7714 1.1485 3.5833 .4930 -5 .5942 
28 3.4285 .7284 3.9166 *2763 -2 .1757 
29 3.3142 .8870 3.9166 .2763 -2 .4264 
30 3.2571 .8398 3.9166 -.2763 -2 .8202 
31 2.0571 1.1938 3.6666 .6236 -4 .9080 
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Group 1 Group 3 

High School 
Science Teachers 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 35. OBS - 30. 

Item Standard 
Number Mean Deviation Mean 

1 2.2000 1.3049 3.6000 
2 2.1423 1.1243 1.9666 
3 3.1423 .3329 3.2333 
4 2.9714 1.1030 3.0666 
5 2.6000 1.1513 3.2666 
6 1.6235 1.0165 2.5333 
7 3.7142 .4517 3.3333 
3 3.2235 .7959 3.4666 
9 2.3235 .9406 3.3333 

10 2.3000 .3330 3.5333 
11 2.7714 1.0165 3.4666 
12 1.9423 1.1449 3.4666 
13 1.5423 .3050 2.5666 
14 2.2235 .3310 3.1333 
15 2.9714 .9093 3.3000 
16 3.0235 .7362 3.2000 
17 2.6235 .3647 3.0333 
13 1.6235 .3971 2.6666 
19 1.2571 .6477 2.2000 
20 2.4000 1.1006 3.5333 
21 2.3357 .9739 3.6666 
22 2.4000 1.0474 3.0000 
23 1.4357 .6033 2.9666 
24 2.2000 1.2603 2.2666 
25 2.2000 1.2603 2.6666 
26 1.6571 1.0675 2.2000 
27 1.7714 1.1435 3.0000 
23 3.4235 .7234 3.7666 
29 3.3142 .3370 3.3000 
30 3.2571 .3393 3.7666 
31 2.0571 1.1933 3.6333 

Standard 
Deviat ion 

.4393 
.9326 
.7603 
-6239 
.7717 
.3459 
.3299 
.6132 
-5962 
•4933 
.5617 
.5617 
.3439 
.7630 
.5359 
.7433 
-3359 
.7453 
.9092 
.6132 
.5374 
.7302 
.3359 
.7717 
.7333 
-7433 
.7302 
.4229 
.4760 
.4229 
.5467 

F i she r 
t 

-5 .5641 
.7033 

- .4333 
- .3373 
-2.6500 
-3.3397 

1.9612 
-1.2135 
-2.5059 
-4.0756 
-3.1745 
—6.6440 
-4.6159 
-4 .0613 
-1 .7761 
- .3363 
-1.3074 
-4 .6941 
-4.7465 
-4.9099 
-3.5925 
-2 .6371 
-7 .4403 
- .2597 
-1.3124 
-2.2564 
-5.0999 
-2.0263 
-2.6305 
-2.9294 
-6 .4621 
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Group 1 Gro xsp 4 

High School 
Science Teachers 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35." OBS = 30 . 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 2 .2000 1 .3049 3 .2666 .9977 - 4 . 2 3 9 3 
2 2 .142$ 1 .1248 1 .9000 .9073 .9763 
3 3 .142$ .8329 3 .3000 .9000 - .7614 
4 2 .9714 1 . 1 0 8 0 2 .5000 1 . 1 4 7 4 1 .9173 
5 2 .6000 1 .1513 2.4333 1 .0857 .6625 
6 1 .6285 1 .0165 2.1333 .9568 - 2 . 1 7 0 0 
7 3 .7142 .4517 3 .3000 1 . 0 0 4 9 2.1328 
8 3 .2285 .7959 3 .0333 .9480 .9992 
9 2 .8285 .9406 2.9333 ,5919 - .5201 

10 2 .8000 .5880 3.2000 *7023 - 2 . 2 2 3 0 
11 2 .7714 1 .0165 2.8333 .9339 - .2826 
12 1 .9428 1 .1449 2.8333 .8975 - 3 . 8 8 2 6 
13 1 .5428 .5050 1.8000 .9797 - 1 . 1 5 9 3 
14 2 .2285 .5310 2.3333 1 .0749 - .4703 
15 2 .9714 .9098 3.3333 .6992 - 1 . 9 5 6 3 
16 3 .0285 .7362 2 .8666 .9910 .7898 
17 2 .6285 .5647 2 .3000 .9712 1 .4672 
18 1 .6285 .5971 1.9333 .9637 - 1 . 3 7 8 1 
19 1 .2571 .6477 1 .5000 .7637 - 1 . 2 2 2 5 
20 2 .4000 1 .1006 2.7333 I.0306 - 1 . 4 4 4 0 
21 2 .8857 .9789 3 .1666 .9689 - 1 . 2 9 2 4 
22 2 .4000 1 . 0 4 7 4 2.7000 .9000 - 1 . 3 4 3 5 
23 1 .4857 .6033 2.4000 .9521 - 4 . 5 9 3 7 
24 2 .2000 1 .2603 1 .8666 .9910 1 .2987 
25 2 .2000 1 .2603 2 .7666 1 . 0 5 4 6 - 2 . 2 0 0 8 
26 1 .6571 1 .0675 1 .9000 .9780 - 1 . 0 0 9 4 
27 1 .7714 1 .1485 3.1333 1 . 0 2 4 1 - 5 . 6 5 3 4 
25 3 .4285 .7284 3.5333 .8459 - .6278 
29 3 .3142 .8870 3.4666 .8459 - .8252 
30 3 .2571 .8398 3.4333 .5034 - 1 . 0 1 2 9 
31 2 .0571 1 .1938 3.1333 1.0873 - 4 . 4 1 2 2 
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Group 2 Group 3 

National Science 
Education Spec ia l i s t s College 

Education Teachers 

OBS - 12. OBS - 30. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 $ 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

Mean 

3.3333 
1.5000 
3.0833 
3.2500 
3.1666 
2.5333 
3.3333 
3.0833 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
2.5000 
2.7500 
3.5000 
3.3333 
3.0000 
2.3333 
2.3333 
3.4166 
3.2500 
2.7500 
2.5000 
1.6666 
3.6666 
1.9166 
3.5833 
3.9166 
3.9166 
3.9166 
3.6666 

Standard 
Deviation 

.8493 

.6454 

.6400 

.7216 

.6871 

.6400 

.6236 

.4930 

.4082 

.5773 

.8164 

.8164 

.8660 

.7216 

.5000 

.6236 

.8164 

.8498 

.8498 

.4930 

.8291 

.5951 

.6454 

.7453 
• 4714 
.9537 
.4930 
.2763 
.2763 
.2763 
.6236 

- Mean 

3.6000 
1.9666 
3.2333 
3.0666 
3.2666 
2.5333 
3.3333 
3.4666 
3.3333 
3.5333 
3.4666 
3.4666 
2.5666 
3.1333 
3.3000 
3.2000 
3.0333 
2.6666 
2.2000 
3.5333 
3.6666 
3.0000 
2.9666 
2.2666 
2.6666 
2.2000 
3.0000 
3.7666 
3.8000 
3.76b6 
3.6333 

Standard 
Deviation 

-4898 
.9826 
.7608 
.6289 
.7717 
.8459 
.8299 
*61-82 
.5962 
.4988 
• 5617 
-5617 
.8439 
.7630 
.5859 
.7483 
•8359 
.7453 
.9092 
.6182 
.5374 
.7302 
.8359 
.7717 
.7888 
-7483 
.7302 
,4229 
.4760 
.4229 
.5467 

Fisher 
t 

- .7720 
-1.3665 
- .5294 

.5431 
- .2895 

.1565 

.0000 
-1.4290 
-1.2054 
-2.1591 
-1.5521 
-1 .4821 
- .2189 
-1.2535 

.7875 

.4738 
- .1084 
-1.0979 

.4889 
- .3651 
-1.3962 
- .8155 
-1.7079 
-1.7029 

2.8291 
- .8578 
1.7639 

.6548 

.4602 

.6282 

.0995 
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Group 2 Group 4 

National Science 
Education Spec ia l i s t s College 

Science Teachers 

OBS = 12. OBS = 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

1 3.3333 
2 1.5000 
3 3.0533 
4 3.2500 
5 3.1666 
6 2.5533 
7 3.3333 
5 3.0533 
9 3.0000 

10 3.0000 
11 3.0000 
12 3.0000 
13 2.5000 
14 2.7500 
15 3.5000 
16 3.3333 
17 3.0000 
15 2.3333 
19 2.3333 
20 3.4166 
21 3.2500 
22 2.7500 
23 2.5000 
24 1.6666 
25 3.6666 
26 1.9166 
27 3.5533 
25 3.9166 
29 3.9166 
30 3.9166 
31 3.6666 

Standard 
Deviation 

.5495 

.6454 

.6400 

.7216 

.65?1 

.6400 

.6236 

.4930 

.4062 . 5 7 7 3 

.5164 

.5164 

.5660 

.7216 

.5000 

.6236 

.5164 

.5495 

.5495 

.4930 

.5291 

.5951 

. 6454 
• 7453 
.4714 
• 9537 
.4930 
.2763 
.2763 
.2763 
.6236 

Mean 

3.2666 
1.9000 
3.3000 
2.5000 
2.4333 
2.1333 
3.3000 
3.0333 
2.9333 
3.2000 
2.5333 
2.5333 
1.5000 
2.3333 
3.3333 
2.5666 
2.3000 
1.9333 
1.5000 
2.7333 
3.1666 
2.7000 
2.4000 
1.5666 
2.7666 
1.9000 
3.1333 
3.5333 
3.4666 
3.4333 
3.1333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.9977 
.9073 
.9000 

1.1474 
1.0557 

.9565 
1.0049 

.9450 

.5919 

.7023 

.9339 

.5975 
.9797 

1.0749 
.6992 
.9910 
.9712 
.9637 
.7637 

1.0306 
.9659 
.9000 
.9521 
.9910 

1.0546 
.9750 

1.0241 
.5459 
.5459 
.5034 

1.0573 

Fisher 
t 

.1930 
-1.1713 
- .7647 

2.2219 
2.1234 
1.4092 

.1250 

.1564 

.2410 
- .5096 

.5543 
-5293 

2.2959 
1.3625 

.6562 
1.6554 
2.2769 
1.3175 
3.0555 
2.1564 

.2792 

.1631 

.3659 
- .5676 

2.5462 
.0504 

1.3607 
1.6735 
1.7752 
2.0242 
1.5927 
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Group 3 Group 4 

College 
Education Teachers 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. OBS = 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

1 3.6000 
2 1.9666 
3 3.2333 
4 3.0666 
5 3.2666 
6 2.5333 
7 3.3333 
8 3.4666 
9 3.3333 

10 3.5333 
11 3 .4666 
12 3.4666 
13 2.5666 
14 3.1333 
15 3.3000 
16 3.2000 
17 3.0333 
18 2.6666 
19 2.2000 
20 3.5333 
21 3.6666 
22 3.0000 
23 2.9666 
24 2.2666 
25 2.6666 
26 2.2000 
27 3.0000 
28 3.7666 
29 3.8000 
30 3 .7666 
31 3.6333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.4398 

.9826 

.7608 

.6289 

.7717 

.8459 

.8299 

.6182 

.5962 

.4988 

.5617 

.5617 

.8439 

.7630 

.5859 

.7483 

.8359 

.7453 

.9092 

.6182 

.5374 

.7302 

.8359 

.7717 

.7888 

.7483 

.7302 

.4229 

.4760 

.4229 

.5467 

Mean 

3.2666 
1.9000 
3.3000 
2.5000 
2.4333 
2.1333 
3.3000 
3.0333 
2.9333 
3.2000 
2.8333 
2.8333 
1.8000 
2.3333 
3.3333 
2.8666 
2.3000 
1.9333 
1.5000 
2.7333 
3.1666 
2.7000 
2.4000 
1.8666 
2.7666 
1.9000 
3.1333 
3.5333 
3.4666 
3.4333 
3.1333 

Standard 
DexriLation 

*9977 
.9073 
,9000 

1.1474 
1.0857 

-9568 
1.0049 

.9480 

.8919 
.7023 
.9339 
.8975 
.9797 

1,0749 
.6992 
-9910 
.9712 
.9637 
V?637 

1.0306 
.9689 
.9000 
.9521 
.9910 

1.0546 
.9780 

1.0241 
.8459 
.<8459 
.S034 

1.0873 

Fisher 
t 

1.2766 
.2582 

- .3112 
2.2208 
3.1920 
1.6571 

.1653 
2.1371 
1.9136 
1.7851 
2.7866 
2.6610 
3.3308 
3.4608 

- .1736 
1.5670 
3.1556 
3.1954 
3.3957 
3.3397 
2.2164 
1.2947 
2.7435 
1.5018 

- .3742 
1.2016 

- .5333 
1.3475 
1.7396 
1.8467 
1.9753 
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Section IV: Content and Organization 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Ho. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

15.9541 
59.2047 
105.15SS 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.3130 
.6660 

F 

Level 

6.1404 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 2 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

11.0671 
93.3733 
109.3505 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.6390 
.9590 

Level 

3.3465 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Ho. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

4.3734 
106.1262 
110.5046 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
gstlmates 

1.4594 
1.0303 

F 

Level 

1.4165 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.1111 
105.3047 
110.9159 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimates 

1.7037 
1.0272 

F 

Level 

1.6535 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

40.1108 
95.5714 

135.6822 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

13.3702 
.9278 

F 

Level 

14.4095 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 6 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

10.6163 
92.1500 
102.7664 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.5387 
.8946 

F 

Level 

3.9554 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

30.0354 
84.2262 

114.2616 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

10.0118 
.8177 

F 

Level 

12.2434 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 8 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

I 7 . O 8 4 5 

39.4762 
56.5607 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.6948 
.3832 

F 

Level 

14.8588 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 9 

Source 

•Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

6.1874 
105.7190 
111.9065 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.0624 
1.0263 

F 

Level 

2.0094 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 10 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3 2 . 6 9 6 9 
110.9633 
143.6822 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

10-6996 
1.0775 

F 

Level 

10.1155 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 11 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

16.3349 
64.4047 
101.2697 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.6263 
.6194 

F 

Level 

6.6662 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 12 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

6.5216 
64.4691 
90.9907 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.1736 
.6200 

F 

Level 

2.6507 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 13 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

11.5330 
91.2333 
102.7664 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Tariance 
Estimate 

3.*443 
.8857 

F 

Level 

4.3401 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 14 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

IS.0639 
81.0762 
99.1401 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

6.0213 
.7871 

F 

Level 

7.6495 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 15 

\ -

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

14.1839 
109.5357 
123.7196 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Yariance 
Estimate 

4.7279 
1.0634 

F 

Level 

4.4458 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Croup 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 3.2285 .7205 2.1666 .8975 3.4110 
2 3.2000 .9797 2.9166 .8620 .8648 
3 2.5142 1.1306 2.5833 -7592 - .2033 
4 3.1714 .9096 3.0000 .8164 .5056 
5 1.7714 .9284 2.8333 I .O67I -3.2954 
6 3.2000 .7655 2.7500 .9242 1.4221 
7 1.8357 .9493 2.7500 .9242 -2.8571 
8 1.1142 .3979 2.0000 .8164 -4.2768 
9 2.3426 1.0675 3.1666 ,6871 -2.4307 
10 2.0000 1.1952 3.4166 .7592 -4.0797 
11 2.4285 1.1284 3.5000 .6454 -3.5381 
12 2.9428 .8261 3.4166 .9537 -1.5640 
13 2.6000 1.1759 3.6666 .4714 -3.3880 
14 2.6657 .9187 3.0000 .7071 -1.0589 
15 2.6571 1.1248 2.5833 .9537 .7937 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS - 30. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 3.2285 .7205 2.4000 -8793 3.5784 
2 3.2000 .9797 3.2000 .7916 .0000 
3 2.5142 1.1306 2.9666 .7520 -1.7912 
4 3.1714 .9098 3.0666 .8919 .4154 
5 1.7714 .9284 3.0666 .8137 -5.4043 
6 3.2000 .7855 >.2000 .6531 .0000 
7 1.8857 .9493 2.8666 .7630 •-4.3599 
8 1.1142 .3979 2.0333 .7063 -5.9666 
9 2.3428 1.0675 2.6000 .7571 -1.0201 
10 2.0000 1.1952 3.2333 -7156 -4.7753 
11 2.4285 1.1284 2.8666 .6699 -1.9450 
12 2.9428 .8261 3.2333 .7608 -1.2891 
13 2.6000 1.1759 3.1333 .6699 -2.2776 
14 2.6857 .9187 3.2333 .4955 -2.4807 
15 2.8571 1.1248 2.2333 .9195 2.4312 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Item 
Number Mean 

1 3.2235 
2 3.2000 
3 2.5142 
4 3.1714 
5 1.7714 
6 3.2000 
7 1.3357 
3 1.1142 
9 2.3423 
10 2.0000 
11 2.4235 
12 2.9423 
13 2.6000 
14 2.6357 
15 2.3571 

Standard 
Deviation 

.7205 

.9797 
1.1306 
.9093 
.9234 
.7355 
.9493 
.3979 

1.0675 
1.1952 
1.1234 
.3261 

1.1759 
.9137 

1.1243 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Mean 

.2.3333 
2.4666 
2.5000 
2.6333 
1.7333 
2.5000 
1.6333 
1.3666 
2.6333 
2.9000 
2.2333 
2.7000 
2.9000 
2.1666 
1.9666 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.1279 
1.1175 
1.1130 
1-2242 
1.0306 
1.2533 
»9122 
.6046 

1.1967 
1.1357 
«3439 

1.0376 
.9433 

1.1279 
,9826 

Fisher 
t 

1.7069 
3.0096 
.0565 

2.1333 
.1539 

2.9744 
1.1217 
-1.6334 
-1.1523 
•3.4347 
.3663 

1.0773 
-1.2311 
2.3513 
3.4705 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Standard 
Deviation 

.3975 

.3620 

.7592 

.3164 
I.O671 
.9242 
.9242 
.3164 
.6371 
.7592 
.6454 
.9537 
.4714 
.7071 
.9537 

Item 
Number Mean 

1 2.1666 
2 2.9166 
3 2.5333 
4 3.0000 
5 2.3333 
6 2.7500 
7 2.7500 
3 2.0000 
9 3.1666 
10 3.4166 
11 3.5000 
12 3.4166 
13 3.6666 
14 3.0000 
15 2.5333 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Mean 

2.4000 
3.2000 
2.9666 
3.0666 
3.0666 
3.2000 
2.3666 
2.0333 
2.6000 
3.2333 
2.3666 
3.2333 
3.1333 
3.2333 
2.2333 

Standard 
Deviation 

-3793 
.7916 
-7:520 
.3919 
.3137 
.6531 
.7630 
.7063 
.7571 
.7156 
.•6699 
.7603 
.6699 
«4955 
.9195 

Fisher 
t 

- .7340 
- .3470 
-1.1056 
- .1925 
- .7091 
-1.3923 
- .3777 
- .1576 
1.6375 
.5170 

2.0433 
.5927 

1.6590 
• .7699 
.9936 
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Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

Item 

OBS - 12. 

Number Mean 

1 2.1666 
2 2.9166 
3 2.5533 
4 3.0000 
5 2.5333 
6 2.7500 
7 2.7500 
5 2.0000 
9 3.1666 
10 3.4166 
11 3.5000 
12 3.4166 
13 3.6666 
14 3.0000 
15 2.5533 

Standard 
Deviation 

.5975 

.5620 
• 7592 
.5164 

1.0671 
.9242 
.9242 
.5164 
.6571 
-7592 
.6454 
.9537 
.4714 
.7071 
.9537 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS « 30. 

Mean 

2.5333 
2.4666 
2.5000 
2.6333 
1.7333 
2.5000 
1.6333 
1.3666 
2.6333 
2.9000 
2.2333 
2.7000 
2.9000 
2.1666 
1.9666 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.1279 
1-1175 
1.1150 
1.2242 
1-0306 
1.2553 
-9122 
.6046 

1.1967 
1-1357 
•$439 

1.0376 
<•9433 

1.1279 
.9526 

Fisher 
t 

-2.0572 
1.3452 
.2403 

1.0591 
3.3432 
.7735 

3.6153 
2.9950 
1.5412 
1.4572 
4.0966 
2.3169 
2.3549 
2.7499 
1.7507 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
5 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
n r 

OBS = 30. 

Mean 

2.4000 
3.2000 
2.9666 
3.0666 
3.0666 
3.2000 
2.S666 
2.0333 
2.6000 
3.2333 
2.5666 
3.2333 
3.1333 
3.2333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.5793 

.7916 

.7520 

.5919 

.5137 

.6531 

.7630 

.7063 

.7571 

•Mil 
.7605 
.6699 
.4955 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

Mean 

2.5333 
2.4666 
2.5000 
2.6333 
1.7333 
2.5000 
1.6333 
1.3666 
2.6333 
2.9000 
2.2333 
2.7000 
2.9000 
2.1666 

OBS = 30. 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.1279 
1.1175 
1.1150 
1.2242 
1.0306 
1.2553 

.9122 
(.6046 

1.1967 
1.1357 
..8439 

1.0376 
.9433 

1.1279 

Fisher 
t 

-1.5034 
2.9001 
1.7505 
1.6555 
5.3609 
2.5662 
5.2822 
4.1706 

1 *243̂  
2.7096 
2.2509 

.9602 
4.6563 
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Item No. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Section V: School Library 

Analysis of Variance 

Sun 
Squares 

26.1445 
75.5190 
103.6635 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

9-3615 
.7331 

F 

Level 

12.7953 

Analysis of Yarianee 

Item No. 2 

Source 

Between 
¥ithin 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.9234 
76.3429 
60.7664 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.3076 
.7460 

F 

Level 

1.7530 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

4.0456 
66.3095 
92.3551 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1-3465 
.6573 

Level 

1.5726 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.6726 
69.6661 
92.5607 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.6906 

.6727 

F 

Level 

1.0206 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Slim 
Squares 

3.7463 
97.3191 
101.0655 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.2487 
.944S 

F 

Level 

1.3216 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 6 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

10.2242 
116.5047 
126.7289 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

3.4080 
1.1311 

F 

Level 

3.0130 

Item No. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

1.6858 
69.3048 
70.9907 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.5619 

.6728 
.8351 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Mean 

1.7423 
2.7142 
2.7142 
2.4235 
2.3571 
2.3714 
2.9714 

Standard 
Deviation 

.3731 

.9731 

.9731 
1.0222 
.9604 

1.1234 
.9098 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

Mean 

3.00C0 
2.$333 
2.1666 
2.7500 
3.1666 
3.0000 
3.0000 

OBS 12. 

Standard 
Deviation 

.7071 

.7993 

.9560 
-5951 
.6371 

1.0000 
.7071 

Fisher 
t 

•4.3333 
• .4120 
1.7679 
-1.0235 
• .9513 
•1.7667 
- .1041 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

OBS - 35. 

Mean 

1.7423 
2.7142 
2.7142 
2.4235 
2.3571 
2.3714 
2.9714 

Standard 
Deviation 

.3731 

.9731 

.9731 
1.0222 
.9604 

1.1234 
.9093 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS - 30. 

Mean 

2.5333 
3.0666 
2.7000 
2.7333 
3.1000 
2.3333 
3.1666 

Standard 
Deviation 

. 3344 
-7272 
.7310 
.3537 
.3693 
.3595 
.5321 

Fisher 
t 

•3.7103 
•1.6397 

.0620 
•1.3111 
•1.0041 
•1.7455 
- .9566 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

Item 

OBS = 35. 

Standard 

OBS = 30. 

Standard Fisher 
iber Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 1.7423 .3731 1.5666 .3034 .3270 
2 2.7142 .9731 3.1666 .3193 -2.1050 
3 2.7142 .9731 2.4000 .9165 1.3641 
4 2.4235 1.0222 2.4000 .9521 .1229 
5 2.3571 .9604 2.6666 1.1055 .7375 
6 2.3714 1.1234 2.1666 1.1279 .7733 
7 2.9714 .9093 2.3333 ->3975 .6766 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Mean 

3.0000 
2.§333 
2.1666 
2.7500 
3.1666 
3.0000 
3.0000 

Standard 
Deviation 

.7071 

.7993 

.9360 

.5951 

.6371 
1.0000 
.7071 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS « 30. 

Mean 

2.5333 
3.0666 
2.7000 
2.7333 
3.1000 
2.#333 
3.1666 

Standard 
Deviation 

.3344 

.7272 

.7810 

.3537 
,3693 
.3595 
.5321 

Fisher 
t 

1.5955 
- .7903 
-1.6363 
.0522 
.2007 
.4537 

- .5943 
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Group 2 Group 4 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 12. OBS - 30. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

I 
7 

Mean 

3.0000 
2.8333 
2.1666 
2.7500 
3.1666 
3.0000 
3.0000 

Standard 
Deviation 

.7071 

.7993 

.9860 

.5951 

.6871 
1.0000 
.7071 

Mean 

1.5666 
3.1666 
2.4000 
2.4000 
2.6666 
2.1666 
2.8333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.8034 

.$198 
-9165 
.9521 

1.1055 
1.1279 
.8975 

Fisher 
t 

4.9007 
-1.1298 
• .7377 
1.0968 
1.5059 
2.2939 
.5948 

Group 3 Group. 4 

College 
Education Teachers 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS » 30. OBS - 30. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

I 
7 

Mean 

2.5333 
3.0666 
2.7000 
2.7333 
3.1000 
2,8333 
3.1600 

Standard 
Deviation 

.8844 

.7272 

.7810 

.8537 

.8698 

.8595 

.5821 

Mean 

1.5666 
3.1666 
2.4000 
2.4000 
2.6666 
2.1666 
2.8333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.8034 

.8198 

.9165 

.9521 
1.1055 
1.1279 
.8975 

Fisher 
t 

4.3723 
• .4483 
1.2548 
1.3819 
1.7265 
2.4277 
1.5738 
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Section VI: Co-Curricular Activities 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

73.2034 
94.9928 
173.1962 

Degrees of 
Freedom -

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

26.0673 
.9222 

F 

Level 

23.2651 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 2 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

34.6033 
106.1762 
140.7350 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. ' 

Variance 
Estimate 

11.5362 
1.0303 

F 

Level 

11.1911 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Surn 
Squares 

52.0390 
73.7333 

130.3224 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

17.3630 
.7644 

F 

Level 

22.7145 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

42.1224 
34.7000 

126.3224 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

14.0403 
.3223 

F 

Level 

17.0744 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

47-8429 
84.9047 

132.7476 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

15.9476 
,8243 

F 

Level 

19.3464 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 6 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

77.3390 
72.7357 

150.0747 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

25.7796 
.7061 

F 

Level 

36,5062 

Analysis of Variance 

Item Mo. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

72.6797 
68.3857 

141.0654 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
"Estimate 

24.2265 
.6639 

F 
Level 

36.4891 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 8 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

56.1253 
62.4166 

118.5420 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
'Estimate 

18.7084 
.6059 

F 

Level 

30.8727 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 9 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

49.3047 
96.3214 

145.6261 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

16.4349 
.9351 

F 

Level 

17.5744 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 1.4657 1.0769 3.0633 .6400 -4.9730 
2 1.7142 1.0842 2.1666 .6671 -1.3319 
3 1.4000 .7250 2.3333 .6236 -3.1911 
4 1.3000 1.1414 3.3333 .6236 -5.0546 
5 1.5714 1.0497 2.6333 .5527 -4.1548 
6 1.2571 .6904 3.4166 .4930 -7.6820 
7 1.0571 .2321 3.1666 .7993 -7.7391 
6 1.0000 .0000 3.0833 .6400 -8.0002 
9 1.2265 .7591 2.9166 .9537 -5.2183 

Group 1 Group 3 

High School College 
Science Teachers Education Teachers 

OBS = 35 * OBS » 30. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 1.4857 1.07^9 3.5333 .7630 -8.5695 
2 1.7142 1.0842 3.1666 .9689 -5.7494 
3 1.4000 .7250 3.1666 .8198 -6.1214 
4 1.8000 1.1414 3.1333 .7630 -5.9095 
5 1.5714 1.0497 3.2000 .7023 -7.2093 
6 1.2571 .6904 3.1666 .7781 -9.1328 
7 1.0571 .2321 2.9333 .6537 -9.2^44 
8 1.0000 .0000 2.5000 .8850 -7.7445 
9 1.2285 .7591 2.7333 .9265 -6.2540 
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Group 1 Group 4 

High School 
Science Teachers 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 35. OBS - 30. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t 

1 1.4657 1.0769 3.0666 1-C306 -6 .6165 
2 1.7142 1.0642 2.4000 1.0196 -2.7144 
3 1.40C0 .7250 2.5000 1 . 0676 -5.0567 
4 1 .6000 1.1414 3.0333 .7520 -5.4663 
5 1.5714 1.0497 2.7333 .9637 -5.1435 
6 1.2571 .6904 2.6333 1.0796 -6.5620 
7 1.0571 .2321 2.0333 1.1100 -4.6151 
6 1.0000 .0000 2.0000 1.0645 -5.1630 
9 1.2265 .7591 2.4333 1.1455 -5 .0072 

Group 2 Group 3 

National Science College 
Education Specialists Education Teachers 

OBS = 12. OBS = 30. 

Item Standard Standard Fisher 
Number Mean Deviation Mean Deviati on t 

1 3.0633 .6400 3.5333 .7630 -1.3716 
2 2.1666 .6671 3.1666 .9669 -2.6635 
3 2.3333 .6236 3.1666 .6196 -2.7905 
4 3.3333 .6236 3.1333 .7630 .6457 
5 2.6333 .5527 3.2000 .7023 -1.1623 
6 3.4166 .4930 3.1666 .7761 .6709 
7 3.1666 -7993 2.9333 -6537 .6363 
$ 3.0633 .6400 2.5000 .6650 2.1936 
9 2.9166 .9537 2.7333 .9265 .5550 
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Group 2 Group 4 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

College• 
Science Teachers 

OBS - 12. OBS = 30. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

I 
7 
3 
9 

Mean 

3.0333 
2.1666 
2.3333 
3.3333 
2.#333 
3.4166 
3.1666 
3.OS33 
2.9166 

Standard 
Deviation 

.6400 

.6371 

.6236 

.6236 

.5527 

.4930 

.7993 

.6400 

.9537 

Mean 

3.0666 
2.4000 
2.5000 
3.0333 
2.7333 
2.6333 
2.0333 
2.0000 
2.4333 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.0306 
1.0193 
1.0373 
.7520 
.9637 

1.0796 
1.1100 
1.0645 
1.1455 

Fisher 
t 

.0503 
- .6723 
- .5531 
.9635 
.3224 

2.7290 
4.0721 
4.0743 
1.4632 

Group 3 Group 4 

College 
Education Teachers 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. OBS « 30. 

Item 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
9 

Mean 

3.5333 
3.1666 
3.1666 
3.1333 
3.2000 
3.1666 
2.9333 
2.5000 
2.7333 

Standard 
Deviation 

.7630 

.9639 

.3193 

.7630 

.7023 

.7731 

.3537 

.3350 

.9235 

Mean 

3.0666 
2.4000 
2.5000 
3.0333 
2.7333 
2.6333 
2.0333 
2.0000 
2.4333 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.0306 
1.0193 
1.0373 
.7520 
.9637 

1.0796 
1.1100 
1.0645 
1.1455 

Fisher 
t 

1.3320 
2.9245 
2.9532 
.4270 

1.9906 
2.4530 
4.2773 
2.4376 
1.2015 
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Item No. 1 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Section VII: Evaluation 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Souarss 

.3229 
25.3500 
26.6729 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.2743 

.2509 

F 

Level 

1.0929 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 2 

Source 

Between 
Within, 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

3.7194 
91.6357 
100.3551 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Varianc e 
Estimate 

2.9064 
.3396 

F 

Level 

3.2669 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 3 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

31.1354 
63.0762 
94.2616 

Degrees of 
yreedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Sstiioais 

10.3951 
.6123 

F 

. .LevaJL, 

16.9747 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 4 

Source 

Between 
Within 

• Total 

Sum 
Squares 

23.7335 
69.7331 
93.4766 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

7.9123 
.6770 

F 

Level 

11.6369 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 5 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

7.6596 
36.5S33 
94.2430 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

2.5532 
.6406 

F 

Level 

3.0373 

Item No. 6 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.8775 
96.5523 

102.4299 

Degrees of 
Freedon 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.9591 
.9374 

F 

Level 

2.0900 

Item No. 7 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Analysis of Variance 

Sum 
Squares 

4.8340 
73.754^ 
S3.5SS3 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.6113 
.7646 

F 
Level 

2.1073 

Item No. B 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

17.7944 
71.1214 
88.915# 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.9314 
.6904 

F 

Level 

8.5901 
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Analysis cf Variance 
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Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Stan 
Squares 

12.7292 
35.2333 
97.9626 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

4.2430 
.6275 

F 

Level 

5.1275 

Item No. 10 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

36.0337 
76.3214 

116.3551 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

12.6779 
.7604 

F 

Level 

16.6726 

Item Mo. 11 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

26.7920 
61.3762 
90.1662 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

9.5973 
.5956 

F 

Level 

16.1060 

Item No. 12 

Analysis of Variance 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

19.7135 
63.2024 

102.9159 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

6.5711 
.6077 

F 

Level 

6.1347 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 13 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sunn 
Squares 

1.3910 
127.0762 
128.4672 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Sstimate 

.4636 
1.2337 

F 

Level 

.3758 

Analysi s of Variance 

Item No. 14 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

22.1735 
64.0881 
86.2616 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

7.3911 
.6222 

F 

Level 

11.8788 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 15 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

20.7143 
82.0333 

102.7476 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Sstimate 

6.9047 
.7964 

F 

Level 

8.6695 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 16 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

5.0242 
75.2000 
80.2243 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

1.6747 
.7300 

F 

Level 

2.2938 
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Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 17 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

2.7313 
53.3762 
61.6075 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

.9104 

.5716 

F 

Level 

1.5927 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 13 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sura 
Squares 

16.3139 
95.6357 

112.5046 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

5.6063 
.9239 

F 

Level 

6.0343 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 19 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

32.4095 
76.4691 

103.3736 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

10.3031 
.7424 

F 

Level 

14.5513 

Analysis of Variance 

Item No. 20 

Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

30.0131 
75.4023 

155.4205 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

26.6727 
.7320 

F 

Level 

36.4350 
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Analysis of Variance 
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Source 

Between 
Within 
Total 

Sum 
Squares 

30.0151 
75.4023 
155.4205 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

3. 
103. 
106. 

Variance 
Estimate 

26.6727 
.7320 

F 

Level 

36.4350 

Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

DBS = 35. 

Group 2 

National Science 
Education. Specialists 

Item Standard 
Number He an Deviation Mean 

1 3.8000 .5756 3.7500 
2 2.1428 1.0458 2.7500 
3 1.0857 .2799 2.6666 
4 1.5714 .7284 2.5000 
5 3.0000 1.0141 3.0833 
6 2.5428 1.0513 3.1666 
7 3.0285 1.0552 3.0833 
a 1.6285 .7205 2.5833 
9 1.8000 .7855 2.6666 
10 2.5714 .8378 3.5833 
11 1.6857 .8542 2.5000 
12 3.0571 .8926 3.5833 
13 2.2857 1.2088 2.5000 
14 2.9714 .8446 3.2500 
15 2.6000 .9621 3.0000 
16 2.4000 .9319 2.6666 
17 3.1142 .8542 3.5000 
is 2.5428 1.1549 3.1666 
19 3.8571 .3499 2.4166 
20 1.1428 .4865 3.2500 

0BS = 12. 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher 
t 

.4300 .2983 
*7216 -1.9242 

1.0274 -6.0392 
1.1902 -3.3734 
.8620 - .2717 
-7993 -1.9260 
-7592 - .1872 
.9537 -3.4347 

1,0274 -2.8480 
.6400 -3.4689 
.9574 -3.1533 
.4930 -1.7501 

1.1180 - .5767 
-4330 -1.0557 
.8164 -1.3398 
,5498 - .9329 
.5000 -1.5250 
.6871 -1.9347 
.9537 4.9975 
.9242 -7.3619 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

OBS - 35. 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviat ion Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

F i sher 
t 

•1 3.8000 .5756 3.6000 .4898 1.6045 

2 2.1428 1.0458 2.8000 .6531 -2 .8001 

3 I.O857 .2799 2.1000 -7895 -5.2093 

4 1.5714 .7284 2.3000 .9000 -3.5587 

5 3.0000 1.0141 3.1666 .7340 - .7306 

6 2.5428 1.0513 2.9000 .8306 -1.4825 

7 3.0285 1.0552 3.5000 .6191 -2.1668 

8 1.6285 .7205 2.4333 .8034 -3.8924 

9 1.8000 .7855 2.3333 .9067 -2.3564 

10 2.5714 .8378 2.9666 -8749 -1.8216 

11 1.6857 .8542 2 .4666 <7630 -4 .0661 

12 3.0571 .8926 3.4000 .6633 -1.5332 

13 2.2857 1.2088 2.5333 .9213 - .8960 

14 2.9714 .8446 3.1666 -6871 - .9947 

15 2.6000 .9621 2.8666 .8459 -1.2009 

16 2.4000 .9319 2.6666 .6497 -1.2543 

17 3.1142 .8542 3.2333 .5587 - .6328 

IS 2.5428 1.1549 3.0666 .6798 -2.1842 

19 3.8571 .3499 2.6333 1.0482 5.7085 

20 1.1428 .4865 3.1000 .9433 -9.1936 
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Group 1 

High School 
Science Teachers 

Item 

OBS 35. 

Standard 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Standard 
Rumber Mean Deviat ion Mean Deviat ion t 

1 3.8000 .5756 3.8000 .4000 .0000 

2 2.1428 1.0458 2.3000 1.0692 - .6696 

3 1.0857 .2799 2.0333 -9826 -4.8669 

4 1.5714 .7284 1.2666 .5734 1.4886 

5 3.0000 1.0141 2.5000 -9219 2.1918 

6 . 2.5428 1.0513 2.5000 .9916 .1779 

7 3.0285 1.0552 3.4333 -&439 -1.8604 

8 1.6285 .7205 1.6666 .8692 - .1842 

9 1.8000 .7855 1.7000 -9363 .4418 

10 2.5714 .8378 1.7333 .9285 3.8628 

11 1.6857 .8542 1.2333 .4955 2.3553 

12 3.0571 .8926 2.4000 1.1430 2.9386 

13 2.2857 1.2088 2.5333 1.0873 .8960 

14 2.9714 . 8446 2.1000 .8698 4.4401 

15 2.6000 .9621 1.8333 • 8198 3.4527 

16 2.4000 .9319 2.1333 • 8844 1.2543 

17 3.1142 .8542 2.9666 .8359 .7847 

18 2.5428 1.1549 2.1333 .9910 1.7077 

19 3.8571 .3499 3.3000 -9712 2.5988 

20 1.1428 .4865 1.8333 1.0027 -3.2434 
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Group 2 

N a t i o n a l Science 
Educa t ion S p e c i a l i s t s 

OBS = 12 . 

Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

i tem 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviat ion Mean 

Standard 
Devia t ion 

F i s h e r 
t 

1 3.7500 .4330 3.6000 . .4898 .8766 

2 2.7500 .7216 2.8000 .6531 - .1551 

3 2.6666 1.0274 2.1000 .7695 2.1200 

4 2.5000 1.1902 2.3000 .9000 .7116 

5 3.0333 .8620 3.1666 .7340 - .2661 

6 3.1666 .7993 2.9000 .8306 .8063 

7 3.0833 .7592 3.5000 .6191 -1 .3950 

a 2.5^33 .9537 2.4333 .8034 .5284 

9 2.6666 I.O274 2.3333 .9067 1.0728 

10 3.5333 .6400 2.9666 -6749 2.0704 

11 2.5000 .9574 2.4666 -7630 .1264 

12 3.5833 .4930 3.4000 .6633 .5971 

13 2.5000 1.1180 2.5333 -9213 - .0878 

14 3.2500 .4330 3.1666 .6871 .3092 

15 3.0000 .8164 2.8666 .6459 .4374 

16 2.6666 .8496 2.6666 .6497 .0000 

17 3.5000 .5000 3.2333 .5567 1.0326 

18 3.1666 .6871 3.0666 .6796 .3037 

19 2.4166 .9537 2.6333 1.0482 - .7361 

20 3.2500 .9242 3.1000 .9433 .5132 
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Group 2 

National Science 
Education Specialists 

OBS = 12. 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS » 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviation Mean 

Standard 
Deviation 

Fisher 
t 

1 3.7500 .4330 3.8000 .4000 - .2922 

2 2.7500 .7216 2.3000 1.0692 1.3967 

3 2.6666 1.0274 2.0333 .9826 2.3694 

4 2.5000 1.1902 1.2666 .5734 4.3882 

5 3.0833 .8620 2.5000 .9219 1.8627 

6 3.1666 .7993 *. i>000 »99l6 2.0159 

7 3-0333 .7592 3.4333 .8439 -1.1718 

8 2.5833 .9537 1.6666 .8692 3.2296 

9 2.6666 1.0274 1.7000 .9363 3.1111 

10 3.5833 .6400 1.7333 .9285 6.2112 

11 2.5000 .9574 1.2333 .4955 4 .8040 

12 3.5833 .4930 2.4000 1.1430 3.8546 

13 2.5000 1.1180 2.5333 1.0873 - .0878 

14 3.2500 .4330 2.1000 .8698 4.2682 

15 3.0000 .8164 1.8333 .8198 3.8273 

16 2.6666 .8498 2.1333 •m 8844 1.8274 

17 3.5000 .5000 2.9666 .8359 2.0652 

18 3 .1666 .6871 2.1333 .9910 3.1387 

19 2 .4166 .9537 3.3000 „9712 -3.0014 

20 3.2500 .9242 1.8333 1.0027 4.8475 
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Group 3 

College 
Education Teachers 

OBS = 30. 

Group 4 

College 
Science Teachers 

OBS « 30. 

Item 
Number Mean 

Standard 
Deviat ion Mean 

Standard 
Deviat ion 

F isher 
t 

i 

1 3.6000 .4595 3.5000 .4000 -1 .5461 

2 2.#000 .6531 2.3000 1.0692 2.0530 

3 2.1000 .7^95 2.0333 .9526 .3299 

4 2.3000 .9000 1.2666 .5734 4.5637 

5 3.1666 .7340 2.5000 .9219 2.5161 

6 2.9000 .8306 2.5000 .9916 1.6000 

7 3.5000 .6191 3.4333 .5439 .2952 

5 2.4333 .3034 1.6666 .5692 3.5733 

9 2.3333 .9067 1.7000 .9363 2.6964 

10 2.9666 .5749 1.7333 .9255 5.4777 

11 2.4666 .7630 1.2333 .4955 6.1579 

12 3.4000 .6633 2.4000 1.1430 4.3091 

13 2.5333 .9213 2.5333 1.0573 .0000 

14 3.1666 .6571 2.1000 .5695 5.2372 

15 2.2666 .5459 1.5333 .5195 4•4544 

16 2.6666 .6497 2.1333 . 8544 2.4174 

17 3.2333 .55^7 2.9666 .5359 1.3660 

IS 3.0666 .6795 2.1333 .9910 3.7503 

19 2.6333 1.0452 3.3000 .9712 -2.9966 

20 3.1000 .9433 1.5333 1.0027 5.7336 
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